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Summary

Deformation-induced interface roughening and failure in
polymer-coated steels

An important topic for industrial innovation in the packaging industry today is environ-
mental conservation by improving existing manufacturing processes. A prime example of
this is the food and beverage industry where protective polymer coatings are applied to
steels as a packaging material. A recent innovation in these applications is pre-coating the
steel prior to can manufacturing. Compared to lacquering the steel after production, a
reduction of energy consumption and CO2 emission of one third is achieved. Furthermore,
the process water used and the resulting solid wastes are reduced to practically zero.
However, this innovation comes with a number of challenges as the pre-coated steel is
subjected to large deformations at increased temperatures and high strain rates during
production. These deformations result in surface roughening of the steel and hence the
polymer-steel interface. After production, the interface must not exhibit any damage
(visible or invisible), even after a relatively long shelf-life period, as this damage triggers
corrosion and compromises the quality of the canned content.
The topic explored in this thesis is the contribution of deformation-induced steel sur-
face roughening during forming on the polymer-steel interface integrity. A numerical-
experimental framework has been developed to study the interface during deformation-
induced roughening of a coated packaging steel. The experimental investigation provides
qualitative and quantitative insight into the roughening phenomenon and the results are
incorporated into numerical simulations to predict the interface integrity.
First, the deformation-induced roughening phenomenon was studied experimentally. An
uncoated packaging steel sheet was deformed in tension and sequential height profiles were
measured using a confocal optical profiler. These profiles were used in a newly developed
finite element based global digital image correlation method to extract the full-field three-
dimensional displacement fields which accompany the change in surface roughness. The
resulting displacement fields show the formation of hills and valleys on the steel surface,
which grow as the deformation is increased.
The extracted displacement fields were applied as a boundary condition in a two-
dimensional plane-strain simulation of a polymer layer. The interface between the steel
and the polymer was modeled using a cohesive zone model. The change in steel rough-
ness results in localized bands of increased stress and strain in the polymer coating. The
interface shows delamination at high strains near these localization bands. By varying
the thermodynamic state of the polymer coating, an optimum was identified for the age
of the polymer. A young polymer shows significantly less localization with less interface
damage as a result.
However, the polymer-coated steel is typically stored for long periods of time after lacquer-
ing the steel substrate material and prior to production during which the polymer ages
continuously. Interface damage during production can be prevented by pre-conditioning
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the polymer thermodynamic state before production, e.g. by rolling the polymer-coated
steel. To study the effect of pre-conditioning, the evolution of the polymer state during
rolling was investigated numerically. The predictions show a significant dependency of
the state parameter on the rolling reduction indicating that the rolling reduction can be
optimized to delay or even prevent interface damage during production.
To study more complex loading conditions typically encountered during production where
the steel substrate is not experimentally accessible, i.e. deep drawing and wall ironing, a
crystal plasticity model for the simulation of deformation-induced steel surface roughening
was incorporated. Simulations of uniaxial tension showed that the predicted roughness
compares qualitatively to experimental results. Furthermore, the simulations predicted
the initiation and growth of interface damage. Comparing the simulation results in tension
and compression showed that in compression, the roughening rate is increased with an
increase in predicted interface damage as a result.
With the developed framework qualitative and (semi)-quantitative insight is gained in
understanding how packaging steels roughen during production. Furthermore, the effects
of the change in roughness on the integrity of the polymer-steel interface was charac-
terized. With the identified optimum in the thermodynamic state and the possibility
to pre-condition this state prior to forming, the formation of interface damage may be
delayed or even prevented. Finally, the incorporation of a predictive steel model, i.c. crys-
tal plasticity, complements the cumbersome measurements of the detailed experimental
displacement fields that accompany deformation-induced roughening. This enables the
analysis of industrial deformation processes where measuring the steel surface profile is
difficult if not impossible, e.g. deep drawing and wall ironing.
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Nomenclature

The following notations are adopted throughout this thesis

Cartesian unit vectors ~ei; i = x, y, z
vector ~a = ai~ei
second-order tensor A = Aij~ei~ej
fourth-order tensor 4A = Aijkl~ei~ej~ek~el
matrix A—
column a∼
vectorial inner product ~a ·~b = aibi, i = x, y, z

vectorial dyadic product ~a⊗~b = aibj~ei~ej
vectorial outer product ~a×~b = ~c
tensorial inner product A ·B = AijBjk~ei~ek
tensorial double inner product A : B = AijBji
vector length ||~a||
matrix and tensor transpose A—

T, AT

matrix and tensor inverse A—
−1, A−1

material time derivative ȧ, Ȧ
absolute value |a|
normalized value â
matrix, column and spatial average 〈A—〉, 〈a∼〉, 〈a〉
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Introduction

1.1 Background and motivation

1.1.1 Polymer-coated steels

Sheet metal with a protective coating is increasingly used in manufacturing, e.g. the pro-
duction of packaging for food, beverages, aerosols and paint (see also Fig. 1.1(a)). The
coating ensures protection for the metal against the environment on either the inside or
outside and thereby also protects the content. Traditionally, these products are manu-
factured using blank sheet metal, after which the coating is applied in several lacquering
steps. This process is environmentally unfriendly as it involves the use of solvents and it
is energy consuming. In recent years, the alternative of pre-coating the sheet metal prior
to manufacturing has been explored since this significantly reduces the environmental
impact of the production process.
An example of an application where the use of pre-coated metals has resulted in a drastic
reduction of the environmental impact is pre-coated steel used in the food and beverage
packaging industry, e.g. Protact [64] (see Fig. 1.1(b)). Here, an Electrolytically Chromium
Coated Steel (ECCS) plate is pre-coated by extruding a thin Polyethylene terephthalate
(PET) layer onto the preheated steel. Compared to the traditional production process,
pre-coating the steel reduces the energy consumption and CO2 emission with one third
and the process water and resulting solid wastes to practically zero [1].

(a) (b)

Figure 1.1: (a) Applications of metal-polymer laminates (after [64]) and (b) different
material layers in a polymer-coated ECC steel (after [15]).
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Chapter 1. Introduction 2

1.1.2 Challenges

During production, the polymer-coated steel is subjected to severe loading conditions.
The production of a can or canister from these materials is accomplished through repeated
deep (re-)drawing followed by wall ironing, see Fig. 1.2. The deformations are large and
involve high strain rates, temperatures and pressures. Clearly, the production process
may influence the polymer-steel interface integrity. While damage is often not visible
by the human eye after manufacturing, it may become apparent during the prolonged
product shelf-life. The packaging industry demands a material that does not exhibit any
visible or invisible damage, even after a relatively long shelf-life period as this triggers
corrosion and compromises the canned content [9, 14].

(a) deep drawing. (b) deep redrawing. (c) wall ironing.

Figure 1.2: Different industrial manufacturing processes used in can production (after
CustomPartNet.com).

Boelen et al. [9] showed experimentally with an acid vapor deposition and saline steril-
ization test that the polymer-steel interface weakens during production, see also Fig. 1.3.
Furthermore, the influence of the sheet deformation on the polymer-steel interface was
investigated experimentally via peel-off experiments by Boelen et al. [9] and Van den
Bosch et al. [14]. They reported that the bonding between polymer and steel is reduced
by (pre-)deforming the steel substrate. Similarly, experiments of Fedorov et al. [28] using
laser-induced delamination shows the same trend. Even more recently, Faber et al. [25]
revealed the presence of interface damage in produced cans by investigating the polymer-
steel interface in cross-sections using Focused Ion Beam milling. These results suggest
that deformation-induced roughening of the interface is the prime cause of the reduction
in adhesion and possible delamination.

Figure 1.3: Experimental results of Boelen et al. (after [9]); the so-called witness marks
indicate the transition between the subsequent steps in can production.
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1.2 Deformation-induced roughening

A polycrystalline metal, i.e. the ECCS used in packaging for food and beverages, roughens
at a free surface when it is deformed due to crystallographic differences between grains
and other plasticity related phenomena. An example of the deformation-induced surface
roughening for an ECC steel in tension is shown in Fig. 1.4. The initial surface profile
is induced by the rolls rolling the steel to its desired thickness, see Fig. 1.4(a). The
roughness profile measured after a tensile strain of ε = 21% (just before material failure),
see Fig. 1.4(b), shows a drastic change in surface height profile. Local hills and valleys
have formed on the initial surface profile. This roughening occurs over a wide range of
scales, ranging from nano-scale to the size of multiple grains, depending on deformation
conditions and material properties [54]. During production, the polymer-steel interface
thus roughens and this influences the polymer-steel adhesion and may trigger interface
failure.
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(b) ε = 21%.

Figure 1.4: Example of deformation-induced roughening in a packaging steel deformed
in tension.

1.3 Aim and scope

This thesis aims to analyze the effect of deformation-induced roughening during produc-
tion on the polymer-steel interface via a numerical-experimental approach.
First, the deformation that accompanies the change in surface roughness of a packaging
steel is studied experimentally. Tensile experiments are performed and the evolving steel
surface profile is measured in-situ. The measured height profiles are used in a novel
Finite Element based Global Digital Image Correlation technique to extract the full-field
displacement field that accompanies the roughening phenomena.
The effect of this surface deformation on the polymer response and the interface integrity
is then studied by exploiting the extracted displacement fields as a boundary condition
in a numerical model of a thin polymer coating and a polymer-steel interface model. The
simulations permit to analyze the local initiation and growth of interface damage as the
steel surface roughens.
Based on the results of the numerical-experimental framework, pre-conditioning via rolling
is studied to reduce the interface damage during production. The simulations show that
the polymer can be pre-conditioned to delay or prevent the initiation of damage.
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Finally, a numerical framework is developed that enables the study of deformation-induced
interface roughening for more complex loading paths by incorporating a predictive steel
constitutive model.

1.4 Outline

In chapter 2, a novel methodology for quantifying deformation-induced steel surface
roughening is developed. A Finite Element based Global Digital Image Correlation tech-
nique is employed to extract the full-field three-dimensional displacement field that ac-
companies the change in surface roughness of a packaging steel deformed in tension. In
chapter 3, the extracted displacement fields are exploited by applying them as a bound-
ary condition in a numerical model of a polymer coating and the polymer-steel interface.
A parameter study is performed with the numerical-experimental framework to identify
which parameters influence the initiation of interface damage. The results of this pa-
rameter study are used in chapter 4 to investigate a novel technique for pre-conditioning
the polymer-coated steels via rolling (prior to can production) to delay or even prevent
interface damage. In chapter 5, a numerical framework is developed to enable study of
deformation-induced interface roughening and polymer-steel interface damage in indus-
trial forming processes where in-situ measurements of the steel surface height profile are
infeasible. The developed framework is applied to study the polymer-steel interface in ten-
sion and compression. Finally, in chapter 6, conclusions are drawn and recommendations
for future research are given.
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2
Quantification of three-dimensional surface

deformation using Global Digital Image Correlation

Based on
Van Beeck, J., Neggers, J., Schreurs, P.J.G., Hoefnagels, J.P.M., Geers, M.G.D.

Exp Mech (2014) 54:557–570
doi: 10.1007/s11340-013-9799-1

Abstract
A novel method is presented to experimentally quantify evolving surface profiles. The evolution of
a surface profile is quantified in terms of in-plane and out-of-plane surface displacements, using
a Finite Element based Global Digital Image Correlation procedure.
The presented method is applied to a case study, i.e. deformation-induced surface roughening
during metal sheet stretching. The surface roughness was captured in-situ using a confocal opti-
cal profiler. The Global Digital Image Correlation method with linear triangular finite elements is
applied to track the three-dimensional material movement from the measured height profiles. The
extracted displacement fields reveal the full-field kinematics accompanying the roughening mech-
anism. Local deviations from the (average) global displacements are the result of the formation,
growth, and stretching of hills and valleys on the surface.
The presented method enables a full-field quantitative study of the surface height evolution, i.e.
in terms of tracked surface displacements rather than average height values such as Root-Mean-
Square or height-height correlation techniques. However, the technique does require that an initial
surface profile, i.e. contrast, is present and that the contrast change between two measurements
is minimal.

2.1 Introduction

A change in surface height profile is characteristic for many mechanical phenomena. For
example, during cyclic fatigue loading of many metals, surface relief shows steps in the
outer surface due to the extrusion and intrusion of plastic slip bands [46, 51]. Likewise,
many creep experiments reveal significant grain boundary sliding, causing changes in
the local surface height [23]. Also, in a uniaxial tensile test, the surface height profile
of a metal locally changes, due to the crystallographic orientation differences between
grains and dislocations escaping at the free surface [54, 56]. As a final example, surface
height profile evolution occurs in contact and wear problems [65]. In all these examples,
pronounced local variations in the surface height appear. Quantifying the in-plane and
out-of-plane evolution of the surface height profile can provide valuable information on
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Chapter 2. Quantification of three-dimensional surface deformation 6

the underlying mechanisms.
In the case of the deformation-induced surface roughening, which is found in many metals,
it may be important to accurately determine the local deformation at the metal surface.
This is particularly the case for polymer-coated steels used for food and beverage packag-
ing (Fig. 2.1). This material is deformed in an industrial process using subsequent deep
drawing, deep redrawing, and wall ironing to produce a can or canister. Compared to the
traditional production process, which consists of first producing a steel can and then ap-
plying the coating, the use of pre-coated packaging steel leads to not only a 30% reduction
of energy consumption and CO2 emission, and a reduction of process water consumption,
but also a reduction of solid waste to practically zero [1]. Unfortunately, however, pre-
coating the steel comes with a number of challenges, since the coating undergoes the same
deformation steps as the steel. As previous work by Boelen et al. [9], Van den Bosch et
al. [14] and Fedorov et al. [28] showed, the interface adhesion is strongly influenced by
deformation, and even though damage is often not optically visible after can production,
the damage may become apparent during the prolonged shelf-life of the product. This is
not desirable, since application for food packaging demands that the material does not
exhibit any damage on the inside of the can, even after a relatively long shelf-life period,
since this triggers corrosion and compromises the quality of the can content [9, 14].

Steel substrate Chromium metal
Chromium oxide

PET layer
30 µm

0.01 µm
210 µm

Figure 2.1: Different material layers in a polymer-coated steel (after [15]).

A possible cause of interface damage is the deformation-induced heterogeneous change in
surface height of the steel. It is well known that the free surface of a polycrystalline metal
roughens when it is deformed, due to crystallographic orientation differences between
grains and other plasticity related phenomena. This roughening occurs over a wide range
of length scales, ranging from the nanoscale to the size of multiple grains, depending on
deformation conditions and material properties (see Fig. 2.2) [54].
Many different techniques for visualizing a surface topography are found in literature, e.g.
stylus-type techniques, Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), optical techniques (confocal and
interferometry) [14, 54, 56, 59, 65].
A surface topography, and the change thereof, is typically characterized by average height
values, e.g. Root-Mean-Square (RMS), average (AVG), and maximum peak-to-valley
(MPV) [54, 56, 59, 65]. Another characterization method is the statistical height-height
correlation method [14, 67].
While these techniques give insight into the amplitude of the height change and how the
(average) height evolves, they do not provide actual information on local material defor-
mation. This shortcoming was circumvented by Van Tijum et al. [67]. In contrast to using
local surface deformations, they used a numerically generated out-of-plane deformation
and a global in-plane deformation to predict the interface integrity of a polymer-coated
steel. However, while these simulations give valuable insight into the effect of roughening
on the adhesion between the polymer and the steel, the authors did not take into account
the local evolving deformation fields that resulted from the steel roughening (e.g., due to
the evolving rotation of grains).
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(a)

10μm

(b)

100μm

(c)

Figure 2.2: Schematic examples of roughening phenomena, (a) sub-grain roughening
(e.g. crystallographic slip steps) and (b) grain-scale roughening (orange peel) (c) poly-
grain-scale roughening (ridging); scale-bars indicate the typical scale of the phenomenon.

This chapter presents a new methodology, which uses Global Digital Image Correlation
(GDIC) to track three-dimensional surface deformations from evolving surface height
profiles. The method is independent of the measurement technique used to obtain the
profiles, and the methodology is verified using well-defined displacement fields and mea-
sured height profiles of a steel surface. A case study was used to validate the technique,
i.e. the deformation-induced surface roughening of a polymer-coated steel during a uni-
axial tensile test. The surface height profile is captured in-situ using confocal microscopy.
This case study was chosen because of its complexity, i.e. a) the initial surface roughness
of the steel is smooth in the rolling direction of the steel, creating a low (height) contrast
image in this direction, b) the steel shows Lüder-bands in a uniaxial tensile test, which is
accompanied by a sudden change in the surface profile, c) the surface profile continuously
changes when the deformation is increased, due to the deformation-induced roughening,
and d) compared to other profilometers (e.g. AFM), the confocal profiler has a relatively
low number of pixels. Confocal microscopy is used in the presented work, because the
technique is well suited for measuring an evolving surface height profile in-situ. Other
techniques that can be applied within the presented framework are, for example, AFM,
stereo-correlation microscopy, and X-ray tomography. These techniques are also capable
of measuring a surface profile.
This chapter is organized as follows. First, in section 2.2, the GDIC method is explained
in detail, followed by a derivation of the equations and some aspects regarding its imple-
mentation. In the next section, an extensive verification analysis of the GDIC method is
given for several well-defined virtual experiments. The validation experiments performed
with the polymer-coated steel are discussed in section 2.4. The chapter ends with some
concluding remarks.

2.2 Global Digital Image Correlation

2.2.1 Background and motivation

Digital Image Correlation (DIC) is a well-established method to extract material displace-
ment from images. Within the framework of DIC there are two methodologies, i.e. “local”
DIC and “global” DIC (GDIC) [37]. Local DIC is the traditional, older, and widely used
method, while GDIC was more recently developed and is less well-known. The difference
between the two methodologies is that in GDIC some properties of the kinematics of the
problem are assumed to be known (e.g. continuity of the displacement field), and the
displacement field is calculated using the entire field of view (FoV), rather than local
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facet information. The fundamental basis of DIC is the conservation of brightness, i.e.
the image contrast of a material point does not change between two images.
However, the assumption of brightness conservation is almost always violated when using
experimentally measured images. This violation occurs, for example, due to (a) the
formation of slip steps on a steel surface in the presence of large deformations, affecting
light reflection, (b) out-of-plane sample motion as a result of bending or the Poisson’s
Ratio, (c) the camera and sample not being perpendicular, (d) fluctuations in the light-
source, (e) noise stemming from the used camera, (f) geometric distortions from SEM
scanning, (g) pattern evolution, and more [4, 50, 61, 63].
As such, a change in grayscale or height value does not strictly relate to motion or
deformation of the material in the experimental images. To reduce or deal with this
change in image contrast, several methods were developed, e.g averaging several images,
or applying corrections functions, or incrementally applying the deformation to prevent
large changes between two images, or by inserting some kinematics into the solution
procedure [4, 50, 61, 69]. The latter method is used in GDIC. Hild and Roux [38] have
shown that Global DIC generally out-performs local DIC due to the assumed kinematics,
which reduce the sensitivity to changes in brightness and restricts the solution space. In
all cases, an optimization algorithm is applied to find the displacement field iteratively,
minimizing the contrast difference between the two images.
Measured surface height profiles are two-dimensional (or one-dimensional) images, where
the pixel value indicates a local height value at the pixel location in a spatial frame. This
requires a DIC method capable of extracting the three-dimensional material displacements
from these “Quasi-3D” spatial height images. The available DIC methodologies have been
developed for two-dimensional and three-dimensional (optical and SEM) images (also
known as Digital Volume Correlation), with gray-valued pixels or voxels, respectively [5,
50]. So far, exploiting spatial height profiles to extract material displacement fields has
only been done by Vendroux et al. [71] to obtain the three-dimensional displacement
fields from Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) data. The local DIC methodology
was adapted to allow for out-of-plane movement by adding the out-of-plane displacement
to the degrees-of-freedom. As a result, the three-dimensional displacement field could
be extracted from the STM profiles. The method was applied to rigid body rotation.
However, no (gradual) change in roughness pattern was tracked using this methodology.
Later, Knauss et al. [43] showed that including the out-of-plane displacement is vital
when using height profiles to determine the in-plane displacements. Furthermore, height
profilometry has also been used in the GDIC method to determine the stress intensity
factors around a crack tip from AFM height profiles by Han et al. [36]. The method
used was Integrated DIC (I-DIC), where a-priori kinematic information of the crack tip
intensity factors is used in the GDIC solution procedure. This a-priori information is
typically not available when attempting to determine the material displacements from
spatial height profiles. It is not known beforehand where material points will move,
since this depends on many different properties, e.g. in the case of deformation-induced
roughening this depends on grain orientation and size, material, etc. Thus, I-DIC methods
cannot be applied trivially here. A Finite Element based GDIC method (FE-DIC) does
not require a-priori knowledge of the kinematics, except for the assumed C0 continuity
of the used finite element shape functions. A Quasi-3D FE-DIC method allows tracking
of material displacements in evolving surface height profiles. FE-DIC has been applied
before on two-dimensional optical images [8, 30, 44]; however, the method has not yet
been extended to Quasi-3D height profiles.
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2.2.2 Quasi-3D FE-DIC for spatial height profiles

The goal in Quasi-3D FE-DIC is to identify the displacement field, ~u(~x0) = ~uxy(~x0) +
uz(~x0)~ez, with ~uxy(~x0) = ux(~x0)~ex +uy(~x0)~ey, that correlates two height images, namely
a reference image, f(~x0), and a “deformed” image, g(~x) = g(~x0 + ~uxy(~x0)). Here, an
image in mathematical terms is a matrix of spatial pixel positions, ~x0 or ~x, and a matrix
of scalar pixel height values. This goal, schematically shown in Fig. 2.3(a), can be written
at the pixel level as

f(~x0)− g(~x0 + ~uxy(~x0)) + uz(~x0) = η(~x0), ∀~x0 ∈ B0, (2.1)

where η(~x0) contains the residual difference between the two images, e.g. measurement
noise, and B0 is the region of interest. The traditional assumption of brightness conser-
vation is thus redefined to allow for some minor changes in the surface height profile, i.e.
the image contrast.

(a) Schematic of the problem to be solved. (b) Element discretization.

Figure 2.3: Problem description.

The goal is thus to find the displacement field that minimizes this residual difference
within B0. Thus, Eq. (2.1) is set up for each pixel within B0. For each pixel with
one measured quantity (i.e. its height), there are three unknowns (i.e. ux, uy and uz).
In order to find the displacement field, a finite element discretization is applied, which
greatly reduces the number of unknowns by assuming that the kinematics can be captured
by means of the adopted finite element discretization.
In each element, the displacement ~u(~x0) of an internal point is interpolated between the
displacement, ~u∼, of n nodal points, using n shape functions, ϕ∼, which are a function of
the local isoparametric coordinate, ~ξ,

~u(~x0) ≈
n∑
k=1

ϕk(~ξ(~x0))~uk = ϕ∼
T(~ξ(~x0))~u∼. (2.2)

After assembling all the elements, and taking into account the continuity of the nodal
displacements, the total system (in components) reads

η∼(x∼0) = f∼(x∼0)− g∼
(
x∼0 +M— (x∼0)A—u∼

)
+M— (x∼0)B—u∼, (2.3)

u∼xy = A—u∼ & u∼z = B—u∼. (2.4)
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The size of f∼, g∼ and η∼ is (p × 1), of M— (x∼0) is (p × 3n), of A— and B— is (3n × 3n) and of
u∼ is (3n × 1), where p is the number of pixels. In general 3n � p, whereby a solution
can be obtained via the least-squares method, minimizing the error Φ with respect to the
displacement field, i.e.

argmin
u∼

(
Φ(u∼)

)
, with Φ(u∼) = η∼(u∼)Tη∼(u∼). (2.5)

Minimization using Eq. (2.5) gives

Ψ∼(u∼) =
∂Φ

∂u∼
= 2

(
∂η∼
∂u∼

)T

η∼(u∼) = 0∼. (2.6)

To solve this non-linear equation in the degrees-of-freedom, u∼, an iterative procedure is
applied. First, Eq. (2.6) is linearized with respect to the degrees-of-freedom,

u∼
(i+1) = u∼

(i) + δu∼, (2.7)

Ψ∼
(i+1) = Ψ∼

(i) +
∂Ψ∼

(i)

∂u∼
δu∼ = 0∼. (2.8)

Here, i is the iteration index. Expressions for the separate contributions in Eq. (2.8) are

Ψ∼
(i) = −2K—

(i)T(x∼0)
(
f∼(x∼0)− g∼

(i)(x∼0)
)
, (2.9)

with

g∼
(i)(x∼0) = g∼

(
x∼0 +M— (x∼0)A—u∼

(i)
)
−M— (x∼0)B—u∼

(i), (2.10)

∂η∼
(i)

∂u∼
= −

∂g∼
(i)

∂x∼

∂x∼
∂u∼

+M— (x∼0)B—,

= −∇g(i)(x∼0)M— (x∼0)A— +M— (x∼0)B—,

= −K—
(i)(x∼0), (2.11)

and
∂Ψ∼

(i)

∂u∼
= −2K—

(i)T(x∼0)
∂η∼

(i)

∂u∼
= 2K—

(i)T(x∼0)K—
(i)(x∼0). (2.12)

Note that matrix K—
(i)(x∼0) contains the iterative gradient, ∇g(i)(x∼0), which is a surface

gradient, i.e. ~∇g · ~ez = 0. Substituting Eqs. (2.9) and (2.12) into Eq. (2.8) and rewriting
yields

δu∼ =
(
K—

(i)TK—
(i)
)−1

K—
(i)T

(
f∼− g∼

(i)
)
, (2.13)

where (x∼0) was omitted for clarity. To save on computational cost, the iterative gradient,
∇g(i)(x∼0) in K—

(i)(x∼0) is replaced by ∇f(x∼0), which does not require iterative updating,
since it does not depend on the displacement field. This replacement leads to a slower
convergence rate, as the gradients are only equal when the iterative solution approaches
the real solution, near the end of the iterative procedure.
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2.2.3 Image coarsening

As mentioned in the derivation of the GDIC system of equations, the solution is found
iteratively. This procedure requires that the displacement is smaller than the dominant
correlation length in the roughness pattern, e.g. the grain size. Thus, an adequate initial
guess is required in order to converge to the correct solution. This is accomplished by
creating so-called “coarse grained images” [8]. The two images, f(~x0) and g(i)(~x0), are
coarsened using so-called “superpixels” consisting of 2×2, 4×4, 8×8, etc pixels. This
coarsening eliminates the small-scale fluctuations. First, the system is solved for the
largest superpixel size, which gives a coarse approximation of the displacement field.
This field is next used as an initial guess for the second-largest superpixel size, and so
on, until the original image is used. To keep the number of pixels within each element
constant, a new mesh is used in each coarse grained image. All the presented results are
obtained using three coarsening steps, i.e. the maximum superpixel size was set to 8×8
pixels.

2.2.4 Finite element discretization

The finite elements used in the current framework can in principle be taken arbitrarily, but
the choice made, and the discretization used, do control the constraints on the kinematics
of the field to be identified. In all of the following examples and results, linear triangular
finite elements are used.
Following [38], the elements of the edges of the FoV are increased in size, such that the
corner and edge elements contain four and two times more pixels than the inner elements,
respectively. This increases the stability of the FE-DIC calculation, due to the reduction
in degrees-of-freedom per pixel in the edge elements.

2.3 Verification analysis

To gain insight into the quality and efficiency of the method and its implementation, sev-
eral (virtual) experiments are performed on height profiles characteristic for the problem
presented in section 2.4. Different mesh sizes are used to correlate the displacements and
to study the discretization influence.
Two height profiles are used as image f(~x0) in the verification analysis, namely the ini-
tial and final roughness profile of a steel deformed by tension. These profiles were ob-
tained using the experimental setup of the proof-of-principle experiments, described in
Section 2.4.1. The height profiles are shown in Fig. 2.4. Note that these two profiles
were obtained on different parts of the tensile sample. The initial roughness pattern
(Fig. 2.4(a)) clearly shows (horizontal) grooves induced by rolling steel sheet material,
while the final roughness pattern (Fig. 2.4(b)) is dominated by the deformation-induced
roughness. Yet, the initial surface roughness pattern remains visible. The difference
between these patterns is large and it needs to be verified if the implemented FE-DIC
method properly handles this.
First, the error due to measurement noise of the experimental setup, combined with the
correlation procedure, is investigated. To this purpose, multiple height measurements
are performed on the same location of an undeformed and deformed steel tensile sample.
These profiles are then used as images f(~x0) and g(~x) to calculate the displacement field,
i.e. two undeformed or two deformed profiles.
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The resulting deviation from zero displacement due to the measurement noise, as calcu-
lated by the correlation algorithm, for different mesh sizes is shown in Fig. 2.5(a). The
error increases with decreasing element size (reduced number of pixels per element). The
increased number of degrees-of-freedom increases the sensitivity to noise in the FE-DIC
calculation. The errors in the x and y displacement are noticeably larger than the error
in the z displacement. This is because a) no interpolation is required for a displacement
in z direction in order to obtain the iterative deformed image g̃(~x0), b) the resolution in
z is much higher (order of 20 [nm] compared to 332 [nm] in x and y), and c) the gradient
is a surface gradient and thus only defined in-plane.
Comparing the calculated error in the x and y displacement for the initial surface rough-
ness shows that the error in x is larger. This is explained by the fact that the roughness
profile is initially smoother in x direction (RD) than in y direction (TD), see Fig. 2.4(a).
This difference in error is smaller in the case of the final roughness profile, as the roughness
profile is then nearly identical in both directions.
The mean error remains below 10% of the pixel dimension (332 [nm]) in both cases, which
is relatively small, i.e. in the order of the measurement noise (∼20 [nm]), considering the
large number of degrees-of-freedom in the Quasi-3D FE-DIC method.

(a) Initial roughness. (b) Final roughness.

Figure 2.4: Two height profiles of a packaging steel, (a) the initial rolling roughness,
and (b) the roughness after a tensile test close to fracture; the profiles are used in the
verification analysis as reference image f(~x0); dimensions are in microns; horizontal and
vertical direction correspond to the x and y directions, respectively; colors indicate the
local height value.

Next, the error as a result of the interpolation algorithms used in the FE-DIC calculation
is investigated. This is accomplished by virtually displacing the two roughness profiles
(Figs. 2.4(a) and 2.4(b)) uniformly by 166 [nm] (half the pixel dimension) simultaneously
in x, y and z, creating two new (virtually deformed) images, g. This displacement is a
worst case scenario for any interpolation algorithm [8, 37]. This deformed image is then
used in the FE-DIC calculation. The resulting error, presented in Fig. 2.5(b), contains two
contributions, 1) the error due to the interpolation used to obtain the deformed image,
and 2) the error due to the iterative interpolation required to obtain the displacement
fields in the FE-DIC calculation.
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The results clearly show that the calculated displacements in the FE-DIC algorithm be-
come less accurate when the element size is decreased. The explanation lies in the increase
of the number of degrees-of-freedom (nodes) in the system. This increases the sensitivity
to errors in the interpolation algorithm. Similar to the error due to measurement noise,
the in-plane displacements (x, y) are more sensitive to the errors in the interpolation
compared to the out-of-plane displacement (z ). The error for the initial and final rough-
ness profiles, in this case, shows a similar trend and value. Compared to the error found
in the analysis of the experimental setup, the error is smaller (less than 2%), since the
displacements used to construct g(~x0) were virtual and noise-free.
So far, only rigid body displacements were used to characterize the experimental error
and interpolation error. A more realistic displacement field, including locally heteroge-
neous deformations at the surface, is investigated next. The virtual displacement field
prescribed, again simultaneously, to the roughness profiles (Figs. 2.4(a) and 2.4(b)) is
shown in Fig. 2.6(top). To simulate measurement noise, random white noise with an
amplitude of 20 [nm] was added to the virtually displaced height profile.
The resulting error is shown in Fig. 2.5(c). The trends in the error for the x and y
directions are similar. Decreasing the element size initially decreases the error value to
a minimum. Further decrease of the element size once more increases the error. Smaller
elements can more accurately describe the prescribed complex non-linear displacement
field. However, the interpolation error and noise sensitivity become increasingly dominant
upon further reduction of the element size.
A different minimum results when comparing the errors in the x and y displacement for
the initial surface profile. In y direction (TD), the minimum is found at approximately 450
pixels per element (30 pixels in each direction), while no clear minimum error is visible in
x direction (RD). This difference is due to the smoothness of the initial roughness profile
in x direction, see Fig. 2.4(a). Comparing the error in the z displacement with the errors
in x and y displacement once again confirms that the error in z is significantly smaller.
The calculated displacement fields for the deformed reference image (Fig. 2.4b) and a
mesh containing approximately 450 pixels per element (near the optimum) are shown in
Fig. 2.6(bottom). Comparing the prescribed virtual displacement fields (Fig. 2.6(top))
with the calculated fields shows that the FE-DIC method accurately captures the pre-
scribed heterogeneous displacement field. However, some differences can be seen as a
result of the linear interpolation functions of the triangular elements. Furthermore, com-
paring the difference between the virtual and calculated displacement fields in x and y
direction with the displacement field in the z direction shows that the z displacement
field is more accurately captured. Thus, the conclusion drawn from the average error in
Fig. 2.5 is confirmed, i.e. the error in the calculated z displacement field is smaller than
in x and y direction.
From this error analysis, an optimum element size can be identified. The element size
must be sufficiently small to capture the fine-scale fluctuations of the displacement field.
However, reducing the element size leads to an increase in the number of degrees-of-
freedom, which in turn increases the sensitivity to measurement noise. Based on the error
analysis discussed above, the optimum element size is around 450 pixels per element for the
particular problem considered here. This translates to an element size of approximately
10 [µm] by 10 [µm] in the case of the confocal optical height profiles used here. For this
element size, the average error in the calculated displacement fields is below 10% of a
pixel dimension for both the initial and the final surface profile. The optimal element size
is thus relatively large compared to the spatial resolution of the measured profiles, i.e.
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the pixel size of 332 [nm]. Clearly, to reduce the error to a minimum, a large number of
data points (pixels) per DOF is required. A smaller element discretization is achievable
at the expense of increasing the error.

(a) Mean error due to measurement noise of
the experimental setup.

(b) Mean error for a roughness profile virtu-
ally deformed by half a pixel in all direc-
tions without the presence of noise.

(c) Mean error for a roughness profile virtu-
ally deformed by a realistic displacement
field.

Figure 2.5: Mean error in the FE-DIC calculation for three test cases, expressed as a
fraction of a pixel, where a pixel is 332 [nm].

2.4 Proof-of-principle experiments

2.4.1 Methodology

The material investigated is a polymer-coated steel known as TH340. The material con-
sists of a continuously annealed, single reduced, DWI (draw-redraw-wall ironing) quality
aluminium-killed low carbon ferritic, electrolytic chromium coated steel (ECCS) sheet,
210 [µm] thick, lacquered with a protective coating on each side. Tensile samples, with
the rolling direction (RD) aligned with the tensile axis, were produced using standard
milling. To reduce edge effects, a stack of 5 samples was produced and the top and bot-
tom samples were not used. The tensile samples had a gauge length of 20 [mm] and a
width of 4 [mm].
Uniaxial tensile tests show that the material forms a Lüders band after the onset of
plasticity, i.e. plasticity initiates in a localization band on one side of the tensile sample,
which extends towards the other side. The entire sample deforms plastically after an
engineering strain of ε ≈ 5%. Failure of the material occurs at ε ≈ 19%.
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(a) Virtual ux. (b) Virtual uy .
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Figure 2.6: (top) Realistic virtual displacement field used in the error calculation; (bot-
tom) displacement fields calculated by the FE-DIC procedure; displacements in microns;
x direction is horizontal; dashed red line indicates the data region used in the FE-DIC
calculation.

The tensile tests were performed on a Kammrath&Weiß micro tensile stage, using a 500N
load cell. The strain rate was set to 5·10-4 [s−1]. The surface profile was measured in-situ
using a Sensofar PLµ2300 confocal optical profiler with a 50x objective. The image pixel
dimensions are 332 [nm] × 332 [nm]. The accuracy of the height measurement is in the
order of 20 [nm]. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2.7.
It is assumed that the thin polymer layer is sufficiently compliant and hence does not
influence the roughening of the steel surface. Therefore, the polymer coating is removed
prior to the experiment to improve the accuracy of the height measurement of the steel
surface. This is accomplished by using N-Methyl-2-Pyrrolidone (NMP) in a two-step
process, due to the large amounts of polymer that have to be removed. The NMP is first
heated to 80 [◦C], removing most of the coating. The coating residuals are removed at
130 [◦C].
The Quasi-3D FE-DIC method requires 1) the presence of an initial surface profile, which
is the case here, as shown in Fig. 2.4(a); and 2) that the contrast change between the
two correlated height profiles is small. To guarantee that the second demand is met, an
incremental method was adopted. The uniaxial tensile experiments were performed in a
stepwise manner. Prior to the tensile test, a height measurement was made on the sample.
This defined the FoV for the measurement and the undeformed initial roughness. Next,
a loading step of ∆ε = 0.25% at the prescribed strain rate was performed. Hereafter, a
new height measurement was made. The FoV has shifted, as it does not remain centered
on the sample. This shift was corrected by comparing the two height profiles and moving
the FoV back into view. After this correction step another height measurement was
performed, which was stored for later post-processing in the FE-DIC correlation. This
completed the measurement cycle and a new incremental loading step was performed.
This process was continued until the material started to fail. Thus, a height profile was
measured after each strain increment of ∆ε = 0.25%, during which the changes in height
were progressive and small. This procedure is schematically shown in Fig. 2.8
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confocal optical
microscope

micro tensile
stage

sample

Figure 2.7: Experimental setup.

2.4.2 Results

Surface roughness evolution

Height profiles obtained in-situ during the tensile test are shown in Fig. 2.9(left). The
initial rolling-induced roughness is shown in Fig. 2.9(a). Between 0% and 2.75% global
strain, no real change in surface roughness is noticed, as the material within the FoV
deforms elastically, see Fig. 2.9(c).
Plasticity initiates locally at ∼2.75% of global (engineering) strain on the sample. This
strain is relatively large, due to Lüdering, which delays the local plasticity initiation
within the FoV. An abrupt change in roughness appears, i.e. a new roughness pattern
overtakes the existing initial surface roughness (Fig. 2.9(e)). This pattern consists of hills
and valleys throughout the FoV. Also visible is a slight rotation of the material within
the FoV, due to the formation of a shear band, indicated by the dashed lines.
When the strain is increased further, this new roughness pattern grows in height direction,
see Figs. 2.9(g) and 2.9(i). The initial surface roughness slowly disappears with increasing
deformation, as the new pattern becomes more dominant. No clear formation of new hills
and valleys is observed at higher strains. The material slowly realigns the RD with the
tensile direction with increasing strain.

Material surface deformation

An initial finite element mesh (see Fig. 2.9(b)), using linear triangular finite elements, is
used to discretize the image of the undeformed height profile (Fig. 2.9(a)). The element
size equals approximately 450 pixels per element, as discussed in section 2.3. The initial
mesh does not cover the full FoV, as a linearly growing displacement is expected in the
x direction during the tensile test. FE-DIC calculations are performed in an incremental
manner, starting with the initial height profile and the first deformed profile. The latter
profile is used as the reference image, f(~x0), in the next increment. The location of the
element nodes is updated between each step. The incremental procedure is schematically
shown in Fig. 2.8. This incremental way of calculating the displacement field leads to
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an incremental error, as the error from the previous increment is added to the error
of a new increment. Another possibility is calculating the displacement field using the
initial roughness profile as the reference image. However, the displacement field cannot be
determined accurately when the two profiles used in the FE-DIC calculation drastically
change, which is the case here (see also Figure 2.9). Thus, while using the reference
image will initially give accurate results, the accuracy will decrease when the deformation
increases.
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Figure 2.8: Schematic of the incremental FE-DIC calculation procedure; note that the
strain increment between two sequential images was ∆ε = 0.25%.

The FE-DIC discretization at different levels of strains is shown on the right side of
Fig. 2.9. The initial mesh remains more or less undistorted in the elastic regime
(Figs. 2.9(b) and 2.9(d)). A large mesh update results at the onset of plasticity
(Fig. 2.9(f)). The small rotation noticeable in the experimental height profiles (see the
dashed lines in Figs. 2.9(a) and 2.9(e)) is captured by the correlation, see Figs. 2.9(d)
and 2.9(f). Further increase in the tensile strain does not lead to significant changes in the
mesh. Comparing the discretization close to material failure (Fig. 2.9(j)) with the initial
one (Fig. 2.9(b)) clearly reveals a positive strain in the x direction (tensile direction) and
a negative strain in the perpendicular y direction.
The material displacements in the out-of-plane (z ) and tensile direction (x ) of the blue,
black and red nodes on the right side of Fig. 2.9 are shown in Fig. 2.10. The profiles reveal
the positive strain in the rolling (tensile) direction, i.e. points on the left side move to the
left and vice versa. The hills and valleys formed on the material surface are captured, as
well as their growth in amplitude as the strain increases.
The calculated three-dimensional displacement fields for the profiles taken just before
and after the onset of plasticity are shown in Fig. 2.11. The deformation is clearly not
homogeneous, as the strain locally fluctuates. The strain in x and y direction can be seen
as a displacement gradient in x and y. The rotation seen in the experimental profiles
(see the dashed lines in Figs. 2.9(c) and 2.9(e)) is also visible in the gradient, i.e. the
gradient is not strictly in RD and TD for x and y, respectively, but rather rotated. The
displacement field in z direction clearly shows the formation of hills and valleys during
the onset of plasticity.
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Figure 2.9: (left) Surface height profiles at different strain levels during the tensile
experiment, dashed lines indicate the local material rotation; (right) the corresponding
correlated FE-DIC solution; the blue, black and red nodal lines are used in Fig. 2.10; the
red circular node shows sensitivity to the steep height change of the initial roughness (see
also Fig. 2.11); all values are in microns, the tensile (x ) direction is horizontal and the
colors indicate the local height.
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(b) Black line in Fig. 2.9.
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(c) Red line in Fig. 2.9.

Figure 2.10: The evolution of the surface roughness for the blue, black and red nodes
(see right side of Fig. 2.9) in x and z direction; colors indicate the global strain level.

Note that the displacement field around the red circular node in Fig. 2.9(b) strongly differs
from the surrounding displacement field, see the yellow arrow in Fig. 2.11(b). This node is
initially positioned at an almost vertical slope in the roughness profile. During the onset
of plasticity, a new roughness pattern forms over the existing pattern. As a result, the
displacement of this node is calculated erroneously, as the node clearly moves away from
the material it is supposed to track (see also Fig. 2.9(f)). Clearly, the FE-DIC calculation
is sensitive to a strong vertical slope in the surface profile, because the confocal profiler
cannot accurately measure these slopes.

(a) ux. (b) uy . (c) uz .

Figure 2.11: Calculated displacement fields for the height profiles just before
(Fig. 2.9(d)) and after (Fig. 2.9(f)) plasticity initiates (around 3% strain); the yellow
arrow indicates the location of the red circular node in Fig. 2.9(b); the values are in
microns, the tensile (x ) direction is horizontal and the colors indicate the respective dis-
placement amplitudes.

A comparison between the measured roughness profile and the calculated roughness profile
for two data lines perpendicular to the RD at different strains is shown in Fig. 2.12. The
calculated profile was obtained by adding the incremental full-field FE-DIC displacement
field to the initial surface profile. In the elastic regime (Fig. 2.12(a)), the roughness
pattern is captured accurately by the FE-DIC calculation. After the onset of plasticity,
some differences are seen between the calculated and measured profile. These differences
are initially small (Fig. 2.12(b)), but increase for larger deformation. At the end of the
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Figure 2.12: Comparison between a cut out of two lines perpendicular to the RD of
the measured roughness profile and the roughness profile which is obtained via FE-DIC
displacement fields at different strains during the tensile experiment.

experiment, the calculated and measured profiles show clear differences (Fig. 2.12(c)).
Clearly, some of the small hills and valleys that form are not captured by the finite element
discretization. However, the trend in the roughness profile is captured accurately.

2.4.3 Discussion

The error analysis shows that there exists an optimum value for the element size. This
obviously limits the resolution of the roughening phenomena that can be resolved in the
correlated displacement field. All phenomena that occur at a scale below the element
size are constrained by the linear element shape functions. The validity thereof can
be assessed in the residual height difference between the measured surface profile and
the surface profile obtained with the calculated displacement fields. Examples of this
difference were given in Fig. 2.12. If the element shape functions entirely resolved the real
displacement field, only small differences would be visible between the two profiles, i.e. the
measurement noise. This is not the case, however, since small peaks and valleys are seen
in the measured surface profile, which are not captured by the calculation. Thus, some of
the fine-scale details are not fully resolved and hence have to be viewed as non-random
noise in the FE-DIC calculation. The elements initially have a size of approximately
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10 [µm] by 10 [µm] (30 pixels in x and y direction), which is large compared to these
small peaks and valleys.
To resolve these fine-scale details, either the element size or the pixel dimensions have to
be reduced. The former gives rise to a larger correlation error, as discussed in section 2.3,
whereas the latter depends on the imaging by the confocal optical microscope, i.e. the
optical resolution is limited by the wavelength of the used light. Non-optical techniques,
e.g. AFM, might be used to increase the details in the displacement field that are captured
in the correlation. Resolving these fine-scale displacements may be important for some
applications, e.g. when a steel surface roughens on a wide range of length scales [54].
Furthermore, an AFM can more accurately measure the steep slopes that are present on
the initial surface profile (see also Fig. 2.9(a)) and thus possibly prevent the error seen
in the calculation of the displacement field during the onset of plasticity (see the yellow
arrow in Fig. 2.11b).
Another possibility is changing the finite element interpolation. Six-nodal triangular
elements look promising, as the shape functions allow for quadratic changes in the dis-
placement field within the elements. Quadratic finite elements have been used in the
realistic test case described in section 2.3 for the final roughness profile (see Fig. 2.4b).
The error in the calculation for both linear and quadratic triangular elements is shown
in Fig. 2.13. Comparing the error in x and y direction shows that the difference between
the linear and quadratic elements is relatively small for large elements, while the linear
elements out-perform the quadratic elements for small elements. For the z displacement
error it can be seen that the quadratic elements are more accurate up to small element
sizes. The number of degrees-of-freedom per element for the quadratic triangular ele-
ments is larger, which leads to an increase in sensitivity to noise. However, for larger
elements, the shape functions do allow for a more accurate description of the non-linear
out-of-plane displacement field. Thus, depending on the required scale and expected dis-
placement fields, quadratic elements can perform better. Note that the computational
cost is significantly increased.

Figure 2.13: Comparison of the mean error for linear and quadratic elements for a
roughness profile virtually deformed by a realistic displacement (see also section 2.3).

A comparison between the average values of the measured and calculated surface profiles,
both for the Root-Mean-Square (RRMS , Eq. (2.14)) and average (RAVG, Eq. (2.15))
value, is shown in Fig. 2.14. Comparing the curves shows that the trend corresponds well.
However, clear differences between the average values can be seen, especially at relatively
small strains. These differences are explained by the finite element discretization. The
element size is larger than some of the fine-scale details of the roughening phenomena.
These fine-scale details initially contribute to the average surface values, thus explaining
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the difference. At large strains, the large-scale roughening phenomena dominate the
average values. These phenomena are accurately captured by the FE-DIC calculation
and thus the average values overlap. A comparison for the height-height correlation and
the maximum peak-to-valley (MPV) value is not shown here, as the conclusion drawn is
the same.

RRMS =
√
〈f∼2〉 (2.14)

RAVG = 〈|f∼|〉 (2.15)

Correlating the height profiles before and after the onset of plasticity (see Figs. 2.9(c)
and 2.9(e)) was difficult. In the elastic regime, the roughness pattern remains relatively
constant (simple stretching only). This initial roughness pattern drastically changes in
the plastic regime, where hills and valleys form at the surface. Correlating this sudden
change in overall pattern is difficult, especially for fine meshes, due to the large number of
degrees-of-freedom involved. The current experiment was performed stepwise with strain
increments of ∆ε = 0.25%. This step size can be reduced in order to increase the number
of height profile images during the early stages of plasticity and thereby decrease the
amplitude of the incremental height changes.
Finally, note that the adopted incremental FE-DIC calculation technique (see Fig. 2.8) is
prone to an incremental error. Different techniques have been developed in an attempt
to decrease this error, e.g. the work of Tang et al. [62]. These methods may reduce this
incremental error, while still being capable of calculating the displacement field after large
changes in contrast have occurred due to the roughening phenomenon.

Figure 2.14: Comparison between the average values (RMS and AVG) of the height
profiles obtained via the calculated displacement fields and the experimental profiles.

2.5 Conclusion

An experimental surface deformation measurement methodology has been presented, us-
ing a Finite Element based Global Digital Image Correlation (FE-DIC) technique. This
methodology allows for full-field tracking of material displacements of an evolving surface,
both in-plane and out-of-plane. This new way of characterizing an evolving surface height
profile provides quantitative information for various surface deformation phenomena, and
hence out-performs conventional methods using average height values. However, two re-
quirements have to be met before the technique can be applied, i.e. a) the presence of
an initial surface profile, i.e. contrast; and b) a minimal contrast change between the two
correlated height profiles.
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Accurate information on local material displacements is important in, for example, the
case study used in this research. A polymer-coated steel has been investigated, where
deformation-induced interface roughening has an important effect on the interface in-
tegrity. A proof-of-principle experiment has been performed. The local surface height
profile of a sheet metal was measured in-situ as it evolves under applied uniaxial defor-
mation and the FE-DIC method was applied to extract the local material displacements
of the metal surface. This local deformation field can be used in numerical simulations
of roughening-induced interfacial loading problems, directly affecting the local interface
integrity.
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Abstract
A numerical-experimental method is presented to study the initiation and growth of interface
damage in polymer-steel interfaces subjected to deformation-induced steel surface roughening. The
experimentally determined displacement field of an evolving steel surface is applied to a numerical
model consisting of a polymer coating and an interface layer. The measured displacement field is
obtained with a Finite Element based Digital Image Correlation method.
The resulting simulations provide novel insights into the mechanical behavior of the polymer-steel
interface during interface roughening. The appearance of local hills and valleys on the evolving
steel surface results in local bands of intensified stress in the polymer layer. These localized
deformation bands trigger interface damage, which grows as the surface deformation increases.
Polymer aging initially delays the initiation of interface damage. However, for increased polymer
ages the average interface damage increases. Likewise, the critical strain, at which the interface
integrity is locally compromised, decreases.
The presented method allows for a detailed study of the interface integrity during deformation-
induced steel surface roughening. With properly identified material parameters, it becomes possible
to tailor the polymer-steel material properties to minimize interface damage during production
and storage of cans or canisters, e.g. for food and beverages.

3.1 Introduction

3.1.1 Metal-polymer laminates

In recent years, metal-polymer laminates of electrolytic chromium coated steel (ECCS)
sheets coated with a polymer layer (see Fig. 3.1(a)) have become increasingly popular for
packaging of food and beverages. Producing cans or canisters from these pre-coated steels
offers several advantages over the traditional production method. In the latter, a can is
made from blank steel sheet after which it is lacquered with a protective coating on the
inside and a decorative coating on the outside. Compared to this traditional production
process the use of pre-coated packaging steel leads to a reduction of energy consumption
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and CO2 emission with one third. Moreover, the process water used and the resulting
solid wastes are reduced to practically zero [1].
The use of polymer-coated steels entails a number of challenges, since the coating is
applied before the actual can forming process. This implies that the coating undergoes
the same deformation steps as the ECCS substrate, i.e. deep (re-)drawing (DRD) and wall
ironing. Large deformations are induced at high strain rates, pressures and temperatures.
During this production process, the coating must fully adhere to the ECCS substrate.
Boelen et al. [9] have shown experimentally that damage is introduced at the interface
during production and sterilization, see Fig. 3.1(b). After product fabrication, damage is
often not visible for the human eye, however it becomes apparent during the prolonged
shelf-life of the product. Application for food packaging demands a material that does
not exhibit any visible or even measurable corrosion on the inside, even after a relatively
long shelf-life period [9, 14].
Several authors studied the influence of deformation on the adhesion between the polymer
coating and the steel substrate. Boelen et al. [9] and Van den Bosch et al. [14] performed
peel-off experiments and found that the bonding between polymer and steel is reduced
by (pre-)deformation of the steel substrate. Laser-induced delamination experiments by
Fedorov et al. [28] showed a similar result. Recent results from Faber et al. [25] revealed
the presence of interface damage in DRD materials by exploring the interface in cross-
sections using Focused Ion Beam milling. These papers suggest that the deformation-
induced roughening of the interface is the cause of the loss of adhesion and possible
delamination.

Chromium metal
Chromium oxide

PET layer

Steel substrate

30 µm
0.01 µm
210 µm

(a)

Seam
Border liquid-gas

Upper can wall

Witness mark

Lower can wall

Bottom
0 1 2

Defects per can

Distribution of defects Saline test

(b)

Figure 3.1: (a) Different material layers in a polymer-coated ECC steel (after [15]) and
(b) experimentally observed interface damage (after [9]).

3.1.2 Challenges

It is well known that a polycrystalline metal, such as ECCS, roughens at its free surface
when deformed, due to crystallographic differences between grains and other plasticity
related phenomena. An example of the deformation-induced surface roughening for an
ECC steel in tension is shown in Fig. 3.2. The initial height profile (Fig. 3.2(a)) reveals
the presence of an initial rolling profile (grooves along the y direction, i.e. in the rolling
direction (RD)). Tension was applied along the x direction (transverse direction (TD)).
Upon deformation, the initial profile transforms to a new roughness profile during the
tensile test (Fig. 3.2(b)). Clearly, this roughening occurs over a wide range of length
scales, ranging from the scale of individual dislocations to the size of multiple grains. The
resulting profile depends on the deformation conditions and the detailed material prop-
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(b) ECCS profile just before fracture occurs.

Figure 3.2: Initial and final surface profile of an ECC steel during a uniaxial tensile
test, measured with a confocal optical profiler; X direction is the tensile direction; colors
indicate the local surface height in microns.

erties [54]. The roughening phenomenon occurs at the polymer-steel interface during can
production, which may result in interface damage. To predict the deformation and po-
tential damage of these polymer-coated steels, an appropriate model has to be developed
that incorporates the micro-scale phenomena governing the interface roughening.
In previous research, Van Tijum et al. [66, 67] studied the influence of roughening on the
interface properties by numerically generating a roughness profile. While these simula-
tions give valuable insight into the influence of the out-of-plane displacements that can
be expected during deformation of a polymer-steel interface, they do not include local
in-plane deformations. Furthermore, the numerically generated surface profiles only re-
semble the average values of experimental measurements. Van den Bosch et al. [14] also
studied the effect of a change in interface roughness by including a roughness parameter,
based on the Root-Mean-Square (RMS) roughness, in the adopted exponential cohesive
zone law. This method reduced the work-of-separation of the cohesive zone elements as a
function of the applied pre-deformation, but did not include the actual physical process
of roughening. Hence, while these studies provide valuable knowledge on the effect of
the change in interface roughness on the interface integrity, they do not incorporate the
actual full-field displacement field that accompanies the roughening phenomenon.
In this chapter, a numerical-experimental methodology is developed to study the effect of
deformation-induced steel surface roughening on the polymer-steel interface. A method-
ology to experimentally quantify the three-dimensional displacement field of an evolving
surface profile was developed and discussed in chapter 2. A Finite Element based Digital
Image Correlation (FE-DIC) methodology was developed to extract the full-field displace-
ments of an evolving surface. The FE-DIC method is applied here to obtain the full-field
surface displacements of an ECC steel deformed in tension. The displacement field is
applied to a two-dimensional plane strain simulation of a polymer-coated steel. As a
result, the steel does not have to be modeled explicitly, since the measured experimental
displacements are directly applied to the interface. A sketch of the computational model
is shown in Fig. 3.3. The Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) coating is modeled using the
parameters for a different PET grade to predict realistic PET behavior. The parameters
for the interface are close to the expected real parameters.
The chapter is organized as follows. The experimental methodology to extract the full-
field surface deformations is explained in section 3.2. The constitutive and computational
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models are discussed in section 3.3. The results of the simulations are given in section 3.4
and discussed in section 3.5.

1

u1
ip

2

u2
ip

Cohesive zones
+
boundary condition: u   and u   ip op
{

PET

average height = 15μm

Figure 3.3: Sketch of the computational framework, uip is the in-plane displacement
field and uop the out-of-plane displacement field.

3.2 Steel surface deformation

Quantitative predictions of the interface integrity during deformation-induced steel sur-
face roughening requires either a) a steel constitutive model that accurately predicts the
roughening process; or b) the quantified full-field displacement fields that accompany the
roughening phenomenon. Since it is very difficult to accurately simulate the roughening
process with an advanced constitutive model for the steel, we will here rely on the exper-
imentally quantified displacement field of the steel surface as it evolves. The method is
outlined below.

3.2.1 Experimental

Point of departure is the newly developed methodology for characterizing an evolving
surface profile, see chapter 2. A Finite Element based Digital Image Correlation (FE-
DIC) technique enables extraction of the three-dimensional surface displacements from
measured sequential surface height profiles, taken from confocal optical measurements.
The methodology is applied here to quantify the surface displacements during roughening
of a packaging steel.
The studied polymer-coated steel is TH340, which is a continuously annealed, single
reduced, DWI (draw-redraw-wall ironing) quality aluminium-killed low carbon ferritic,
electrolytic chromium coated steel (ECCS) sheet. The steel layer is 210 [µm] thick and is
lacquered with a protective coating on each side. The coating is a mixture of PET and
additives to improve the adhesion to the steel [15]. The thickness of the coating is 15 [µm]
on one side of the ECCS and 25 [µm] on the other side.
Tensile samples (20×4 [mm]), with the transverse direction (TD) aligned with the tensile
axis, were produced by simultaneously milling stacks of 5 samples to reduce edge effects.
Prior to the tensile test, the polymer coating was removed in a two-step process using
N-Methyl-2-Pyrrolidone (NMP). The NMP was first heated to 80 [◦C] to remove the bulk
coating. The coating residuals were removed at 130 [◦C]. Removing the coating is essential
to improve the accuracy of the confocal height measurement. It can be readily assumed
that the absence of the thin compliant coating does not effect the steel roughening process.
Tensile testing was performed on a Kammrath&Weiß micro tensile stage with a 500N load
cell. The strain rate was set to 5·10-4 [s−1]. In-situ measurement of the surface profile
was carried out with a Sensofar PLµ2300 confocal optical profiler using a 50x objective.
The experimental setup is shown schematically in Fig. 3.4. The image pixel dimensions
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were 332 [nm] × 332 [nm]. The height measurement accuracy is approximately 20 [nm].
Because the FE-DIC calculations require the difference between two height profiles to be
small, an incremental method was used. A new height profile was measured after each
strain increment (∆ε = 0.25%), during which the progressive changes in height were small
(see also chapter 2).
The mechanical response of TH340 revealed that the material forms a Lüders band,
i.e. plasticity initiates locally on one side of the tensile sample, which extends towards
the other side, after which the entire sample deforms plastically. The globally applied
engineering strain is then ε ≈ 5%. Note that the local yield strain is much smaller (εl ≈
0.1%). Failure of the material occurs at ε ≈ 21%.
The measured surface height profiles at the start and end of the tensile experiment are
shown in Fig. 3.5(left). Three-dimensional profiles are shown in Fig. 3.2. Due to Lüdering,
plasticity initiates within the measured region after a relatively large global (engineering)
strain of ε ≈ 3.5%. A new roughness pattern is formed on top of the existing initial
roughness (see Figs. 3.5(a) and (c)) and it grows upon further deformation, see Fig. 3.5(e).
From the measured surface height profiles, the full-field displacement field was extracted
using FE-DIC with a linear triangular discretization. The discretization size was based
on the optimum of the verification analysis discussed in section 2.3, i.e. approximately
450 pixels per triangular element. The images are analyzed in a sequential manner, i.e.
the first and second image are first correlated, followed by the second and third image
and so on. The FE-DIC displacements at the start and end of the experiment are shown
in Fig. 3.5(right). Comparison of the discretization at the start (Fig 3.5(b)) and end
(Fig. 3.5(f)) shows a positive strain in the x (tensile) direction and a negative strain
in the y direction. The roughening process is clearly dominated by local deformation
mechanisms, as the deformation is inhomogeneous throughout the surface.

Sample

Tensile clamps

Confocal
lens

Figure 3.4: Sketch of the experimental test setup.

3.2.2 Surface displacements

Upon closer investigation of the measured displacement fields, small fluctuations between
consecutive displacement steps can be identified. These fluctuations are likely due to the
adopted incremental calculation procedure, measurement noise and small-scale roughen-
ing events that are not captured by the adopted discretization as discussed in section 2.4.3.
The experimentally acquired displacement fields therefore still require filtering, since these
fluctuations may cause non physical behavior if used directly in numerical simulations.
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is an effective tool to filter out spurious fluctuations
while preserving the essential kinematics [31]. Here, SVD was applied to the in-plane
displacement fields (ux and uy) and the out-of-plane displacement field (uz). The singular
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(a) profile, ε = 0%. (b) FE-DIC, ε = 0%.

(c) profile, ε = 3.5%. (d) FE-DIC, ε = 3.5%.

(e) profile, ε = 20.75%. (f) FE-DIC, ε = 20.75%.

Figure 3.5: (left) Surface height profiles measured at different strains; (right) the cor-
responding correlated FE-DIC displacements; the black line is a central deforming line
initially parallel to x ; all values are in microns, the tensile (x ) direction is horizontal and
the colors indicate the local surface height; red square and diamond on the black line are
used in Fig. 3.6.

values are truncated when the singular values are less than 1% of the largest singular value.
The reconstructed displacement fields sufficiently captured the roughening kinematics
while eliminating nonphysical fluctuations at the scale of interest. The unfiltered and
filtered displacements in two points are shown in Fig. 3.6. The fluctuations are especially
visible in the out-of-plane displacements (Fig. 3.6(b)) as the amplitude of the out-of-plane
displacements is considerably smaller than the in-plane displacements.
In the two-dimensional plane strain computational model, two scalar displacement fields
are prescribed to the polymer-steel interface, i.e. a parallel in-plane displacement and an
out-of-plane displacement along a line profile on the initial surface, here a line parallel
to the tensile direction. While this line is initially aligned with the tensile direction, it
may not stay aligned, due to the three-dimensional nature of the roughening process, e.g.
see the line shown in Figs. 3.5(right). Therefore, the scalar in-plane displacement parallel
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(a) In-plane displacements uip. (b) Out-of-plane displacements uop.

Figure 3.6: Displacements of two points (see red square and diamond in Fig. 3.5); raw
FE-DIC displacements are the dashed lines; displacements after SVD are the solid lines;
note that the difference between the unfiltered and filtered in-plane displacements in (a)
is negligible.

to the line (uip) is extracted from the ux and uy displacement fields by determining the
length change of each line segment, i.e.

uip,i = li − Li, i = 1 . . . n, (3.1)

where n is the number of line segments and Li and li are the previous and new seg-
ment length, respectively, and can be determined via the line position and the calculated
displacement fields. This is schematically shown in Fig. 3.7
The out-of-plane displacement field does not require a projection and is equal to uz. After
applying SVD and determining the in-plane displacement field, the evolution of the black
line in Fig. 3.5(right) can be calculated. The evolving surface profile is shown in Fig. 3.8.
The evolution clearly shows that the steel surface is elongated in-plane. Furthermore,
since plasticity initiates locally at an increased strain rate due to Lüdering, a jump in
the surface height profile is calculated (see Fig. 3.8). Finally, the initiation and growth
of hills and valleys along the line profile is also visible. It is this evolving surface profile
that will be prescribed to the two-dimensional polymer-steel interface model to study the
mechanical response of the polymer coating and interface.

L1 L2 l1 l2

l1

l2

L1 L2

Figure 3.7: Sketch of the projection method; (top) two-dimensional evolution of the line
profile; (bottom) evolution of the projected line.
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Figure 3.8: Evolution of the line profile initially located at y = 100 [µm].

3.3 Constitutive and computational model

In this section, the material models for the polymer and interface are presented, along
with their numerical implementation.

3.3.1 Polymer model

To accurately predict the mechanical response of the PET, the Eindhoven Glassy Polymer
(EGP) model is used. Previous research has shown that the EGP model adequately
captures the mechanical behavior of amorphous polymers [17, 41]. The typical mechanical
behavior of amorphous glassy polymers is shown in Fig. 3.9(a). During a compression
test, the polymer first behaves nearly linear elastic, followed by non-linear visco-elastic
behavior. When the yield point is reached, depending on the polymer age, a softening
regime sets in. The softening is overtaken by strain hardening at higher strains. The
yield point depends on the applied strain rate. Note that PET is not fully amorphous, but
rather semi-crystalline. However, the crystallinity of the used PET coating is small, about
8%. The EGP model is a multi-mode, multi-process polymer constitutive model [17]. In
the present work only one mode and one process is considered, giving a single-mode, single-
process approximation (SM-SP). The mechanical analogue of the SM-SP EGP model is
shown in Fig. 3.9(b). The essential equations of the SM-SP EGP model are detailed
below.
The EGP model splits the total stress in two contributions, i.e. the driving stress σs and
the hardening stress σr (see also Fig. 3.9(b)),

σ = σs + σr. (3.2)

The hardening stress contains the rubber elastic contribution of the oriented entangled
network and is described by a neo-Hookean relation,

σr = GrB̃
d
, (3.3)

where Gr is the strain hardening modulus and B̃
d
the deviatoric part of the isochoric

left Cauchy-Green deformation (Finger) tensor. The driving stress incorporates the in-
termolecular interactions and is decomposed in a hydrostatic (σhs ) and a deviatoric stress
(σds), i.e.

σs = σhs + σds = κ(J − 1)I +GB̃
d

e , (3.4)
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(a) Mechanical response. (b) Mechanical analogue.

Figure 3.9: Typical mechanical behavior of amorphous polymers and the mechanical
analogue of the SM-SP EGP model (after [17]).

where κ is the bulk modulus, J is the volume change ratio, I is the unity tensor, G is
the shear modulus and B̃

d

e the deviatoric part of the elastic isochoric Finger tensor. The
evolution of J and B̃

d

e is calculated from

J̇ = Jtr(D), (3.5)
˙̃Be = (L̃−Dp) · B̃e + B̃e · (L̃

T −Dp). (3.6)

Here L is the velocity gradient tensor and D the deformation rate tensor. The plastic
deformation rate tensor, Dp is related to σds via a non-Newtonian flow rule,

Dp =
σds
2η
, (3.7)

with the viscosity

η = η0,ref
τ̄ /τ0

sinh(τ̄ /τ0)
exp

(
µp

τ0

)
exp(S), (3.8)

where η0,ref is the zero-viscosity defined according to the reference state, τ0 is the charac-
teristic equivalent stress and µ is a pressure dependency parameter. The total equivalent
stress, τ̄ and the pressure, p, are defined as

τ̄ =
√

1
2σ

d
s : σds , (3.9)

p = − 1
3 tr(σ). (3.10)

The state parameter S incorporates the thermodynamic history dependency and is related
to the equivalent plastic strain, ε̄p, i.e.

S(ε̄p) = Sa ·R(ε̄p). (3.11)

Here Sa captures the initial state of the polymer. R ranges between 0 (rejuvenated) and
1 (fully aged). In the current implementation the time dependence of Sa, i.e. physical
aging, is not included. Therefore, the yield stress does not increase with time and only
the effect of mechanical rejuvenation can be predicted with the current model.
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The equivalent plastic strain rate is defined as

˙̄εp =
τ̄

η
. (3.12)

The softening function, R(ε̄p), describes the influence of the strain on the polymer age.
Following Klompen et al. [41], the softening function is described by a modified Carreau-
Yasuda function,

R(ε̄p) =
(1 + (r0 · exp (ε̄p))

r1)
(r2−1)/r1

(1 + rr10 )
(r2−1)/r1

, (3.13)

where r0, r1, r2 are fitting parameters.
The material parameters for the PET coating used in this work are listed in Table 3.1.
The parameters were determined by Poluektov et al. [52] for an amorphous PET grade.
These parameters may not be fully exact for polymer-coated steels, e.g. TH340, but
they do predict realistic PET behavior. The corresponding mechanical response during a
uniaxial tensile test for an aged (Sa = 13.3 [-]) and rejuvenated (Sa = 0 [-]) PET layer is
shown in Fig. 3.10.

Table 3.1: Material properties of PET for the EGP model.

Gr [MPa] κ [MPa] G [MPa] η0,ref [MPa·s] τ0 [MPa]
4.7 1800 812 3 · 108 1.262

µ [-] Sa [-] r0 [-] r1 [-] r2 [-]
4.8 · 10−2 13.3 0.98 20 −3.5
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Figure 3.10: Mechanical response at different strain rates and PET ages (Sa) during a
uniaxial tensile test for the EGP parameters of PET shown in Table 3.1.

3.3.2 Interface model

The interface between the PET and ECCS is modeled using Cohesive Zone elements. The
modified Xu and Needleman exponential traction-separation law developed by Van den
Bosch et al. [12] is used to describe the adhesion between the PET and steel. The law for
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normal (n) and tangential (t) traction is defined as

Tn (∆n,∆t) =
φn∆n

δ2
n

exp

(
−∆n

δn

)
exp

(
−∆2

t

δ2
t

)
, (3.14)

Tt (∆n,∆t) = 2
φt∆t

δ2
t

(
1 +

∆n

δn

)
exp

(
−∆n

δn

)
exp

(
−∆2

t

δ2
t

)
, (3.15)

where ∆ is the cohesive zone opening, φ is the work of separation and δ is the characteristic
opening length. This is a coupled interfacial law, as the traction depends on both opening
directions. As shown by Van den Bosch et al. [12], the coupling ensures a realistic work
of separation during multi-directional opening, see also Fig. 3.11. The maximum reached
traction in one direction decreases with prior opening in the other direction.

(a) Normal direction.
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(b) Tangential direction.

Figure 3.11: The coupled exponential traction-separation law of Van den Bosch et
al. [12], using the parameters of Table 3.2.

Because strain reversal may occur during roughening, an unloading behavior must be
included in the cohesive zone model. Van den Bosch et al. [13] introduced two types of
unloading, elasticity-based damage and elasto-plastic unloading. Here, elastic damage
unloading is assumed, see also Fig. 3.12(c), i.e. during unloading of the cohesive zone
(points 2 to 3) the traction decreases linearly back to zero, i.e. with a degraded stiffness.
The interface damage is quantified by an integrity parameter. The total energy (Φ =
Φt + Φn) stored in the cohesive zone during opening is calculated stepwise between each
deformation increment, i.e.

Φi+1
n = Φin + δΦn = Φin +

∫ ∆i+1
n

∆i
n

Tn|∆t=∆i+1
t
d∆n, (3.16)

Φi+1
t = Φit + δΦt = Φit +

∫ ∆i+1
t

∆i
t

Tt|∆n=∆i+1
n
d∆t, (3.17)

where i is the increment number and ∆i+1
j = ∆i

j + δ∆j , j = n, t. Note that the current
opening in the other direction (e.g. ∆i+1

t for Φi+1
n ) is used. This definition requires that

the incremental change of the cohesive opening is small. Not all energy is dissipated in
the cohesive zone. The stored energy which is returned during unloading is

Ψi =
1

2
Tj(∆j,max)∆j,max, j = n, t (3.18)
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Here, elastic damage unloading is assumed and ∆j,max is the (absolute) maximum opening
reached in the loading history. The total dissipated energy is then

Ω =
∑
i=n,t

Φi −Ψi (3.19)

The integrity is then defined as the fraction of energy that can still be dissipated, i.e.

ξ = 1− Ω

φ
, ξ ∈ [0, 1], (3.20)

where it is assumed that φn = φt = φ. An example of the evolution of the interface
integrity during multi-directional opening using the parameters in Table 3.2 is given in
Fig. 3.12. First, a cohesive zone element is opened and partly closed in normal direction.
Hereafter, the element is opened in tangential direction until the traction is almost zero.
Fig. 3.12(d) shows that the integrity never increases and drops to zero when the tangential
traction becomes negligible, indicating complete interface failure.
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Figure 3.12: Evolution of the interface integrity during multi-directional opening; (a)
cohesive zone element at the different steps of opening; (b) prescribed cohesive zone
opening; (c) resulting normal and tangential tractions, including unloading (2-3); (d)
evolution of the interface integrity parameter ξ; the used cohesive zone parameters are
listed in Table 3.2.

The constants for the interface model have to be determined via dedicated experiments.
It is known from literature that different values for the work of separation φ may result
for different experiments at different scales, see e.g. Fedorov et al. [28] versus Van den
Bosch et al. [15]. These differences result from the dissipated energy adjacent to the
interface (in the process zone), which is typically lumped in φ of the cohesive zone. In
the present work, small-scale interfacial phenomena are of interest, and values for φ have
to be characteristic for de-adhesion only. The adhesion energy determined by Fedorov
et al. [28] is used here. The interface parameters are listed in Table 3.2. Note that here
φn = φt = φ and δn = δt = δ.

Table 3.2: Cohesive zone parameters used in the simulations.

φn [J·m-2] φt [J·m-2] δn [µm] δt [µm]
2.5 2.5 0.25 0.25
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3.3.3 Geometry and boundary conditions

To model the mechanical response of the polymer and polymer-steel interface as a result
of deformation-induced roughening of the steel substrate, it is assumed that the steel
dictates the bottom interfacial deformation. The steel is therefore not modeled explicitly.
As discussed in the introduction, a two-dimensional plane strain computational model is
used, see also Fig. 3.3. While the full three-dimensional displacement field is available for
the numerical simulation, it is computationally expensive to simulate a 3D situation. It
is therefore assumed that the displacements perpendicular to the modeled line profile are
small, see also Fig. 3.8.
For the 2D plane strain state considered, the out-of-plane (uop) and in-plane (uip) dis-
placements are prescribed to the interface elements, see also Fig. 3.8. The simulated
time frame is identical to the experimental one. To simulate more realistic strain rates,
the loading time can be reduced. However, the surface roughening mechanisms may also
change when the strain rate is increased.
The geometry of the computational model is shown in Fig. 3.3. In this model, the bottom
of the interface has the topology of the initial surface profile obtained from the undeformed
height profile. This initial surface profile is complex and therefore a mix of quadrilateral
4-node and triangular 3-node elements is used for the polymer layer. The left and right
boundaries are kept straight during the simulation. A mesh convergence study was per-
formed to determine the optimal element size. The cohesive elements have an initial size
of 100 [nm].

3.4 Results

3.4.1 Polymer response

The equivalent Von Mises stress and equivalent plastic strain in the PET coating at a
global engineering strain of ε = 10% and ε = 20.75% are shown in Figs. 3.13 and 3.14,
respectively. The displacements of the line initially located on y = 100 [µm] (see also
Figs. 3.5 and 3.8) are prescribed to the interface elements.
The results reveal the localized stress and strain bands in the PET coating due to the local
variations of the steel surface displacements. Interface damage is clearly visible near the
regions of high stress/strain in the PET coating, see arrows in Fig. 3.13. The local nature
of the roughening phenomenon results in localization bands with high stresses at the
interface. Damage typically initiates at or near these high stress locations. Localization
is triggered by the softening branch in the polymer behavior (see also Fig. 3.9) [48]. This
local necking of the PET coating leads to an accumulation of strains in this region with
interface damage as a result. This necked region is initially small, but grows as the
deformation is increased due to strain hardening of the PET coating. This growth is
accompanied by further opening of the interface. At ε = 20.75%, the interface is almost
fully delaminated, see Fig. 3.14. The high stresses in the delaminated PET coating near
the left boundary are a result of the applied boundary condition.
Next, a rejuvenated PET coating was studied, i.e. Sa = 0 [-]. By rejuvenating the polymer
coating, the softening branch in the mechanical behavior vanishes (see also Fig. 3.10). The
stress and strain within the rejuvenated polymer at ε = 20.75% are shown in Fig. 3.15.
Note that the colors represent the same levels of stress and strain as in Figs. 3.13 and 3.14.
It is clear that the stresses within the PET coating are now smaller and less localized.
Only small stress and strain bands appear and no necking is yet seen. Furthermore, no
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(a) Equivalent Von Mises stress.

(b) Equivalent plastic strain.

Figure 3.13: Predicted equivalent Von Mises stress and equivalent plastic strain in the
polymer coating along the line initially located at y = 100 [µm] at a globally applied
tensile strain of ε = 10%; the failed interface elements are colored black; visible interface
damage is indicated by the arrows.

(a) Equivalent Von Mises stress.

(b) Equivalent plastic strain.

Figure 3.14: Predicted equivalent Von Mises stress and equivalent plastic strain in
the polymer coating along the line initially located at y = 100 [µm] at a globally applied
tensile strain of ε= 20.75%; the failed interface elements are colored black; visible interface
damage is indicated by the arrows.

large interface damage is visible. Some minor interface damage can be identified (see
arrow in Fig. 3.15) due to high stresses and strains at the interface as a result of the
initial surface profile and the applied displacement field.

Clearly, the polymer age influences the scale of the predicted damage events due to the
softening branch that is formed at increased polymer ages. Furthermore, the formation,
stabilization and growth of the localization band results in delamination of the coating.
Growth of this band further damages the interface. Thus, the rate at which the interface
damage grows depends strongly on the polymer age.
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(a) Equivalent Von Mises stress.

(b) Equivalent plastic strain.

Figure 3.15: Predicted equivalent Von Mises stress and equivalent plastic strain in the
rejuvenated polymer coating along the line initially located at y = 100 [µm] at a globally
applied tensile strain of ε = 20.75%; the failed interface elements are colored black; visible
interface damage is indicated by the arrows.

3.4.2 Interface integrity

Figs. 3.13-3.15 allow for a qualitative comparison of damage only since small-scale damage
events are not resolved in the discretization used. To clarify the interface damage in these
simulations, the interface integrity ξ is studied. The interface integrity at ε = 10% and
ε = 20.75% is shown in Fig. 3.16 for both the rejuvenated and aged PET coating. Both
profiles show that the interface integrity decreases locally during deformation, but the
reduction for aged PET is more severe. More locations along the line profile show a large
reduction in interface integrity at a low strain and the integrity becomes zero for most
of the interface at large strains. The rejuvenated PET also reveals a local reduction in
interface integrity, but the damage is clearly less severe, indicating that damage is delayed
due to the absence of strain softening in the PET.

3.4.3 Parameter sensitivity

The polymer age greatly influences the predicted interface damage. To further study
this influence, the polymer age parameter Sa is varied between 0 and 17.5 to study the
effect on the predicted interface damage along the line initially located at y = 100 [µm].
The average interface integrity ξav as a function of the global engineering strain and
the polymer age is shown in Fig. 3.17. The average interface integrity is calculated by
averaging the interface integrity of all interface elements at each increment. The difference
in interface integrity for low values of Sa is initially small. For Sa < 5 [-] the average
integrity decreases slightly with Sa. However, for Sa > 5 [-], the integrity rapidly decreases
with Sa and the applied engineering strain. The localization band that forms for aged
PET drastically increases the size of the delaminated area (see also Fig. 3.16), thereby
lowering the average interface integrity. It can be seen that the simulations were unable
to converge in cases where the interface integrity drops rapidly towards zero.
The average interface integrity provides valuable insight into the global influence of poly-
mer aging. However, this parameter does not indicate when the interface integrity locally
drops below a certain value. Descending below a threshold value for the interface integrity
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Figure 3.16: Interface integrity profile at ε = 10% and ε = 20.75% for the rejuvenated
and aged PET over the line initially located at y = 100 [µm].
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Figure 3.17: Average interface integrity as a function of the globally applied strain and
the polymer age for the line initially located at y = 100 [µm].

is an indication of local interface failure. To study this parameter, 11 different line profiles
were simulated and the average global engineering strain was calculated at the moment
when the integrity drops below 10%. This critical strain εc is an indication for local crack
nucleation at the interface. Again, the polymer age parameter is varied to study the effect
of aging.
The result of this analysis is shown in Fig. 3.18. Note that the average values were obtained
using only those line profiles that actually reveal a drop below the critical value of the
interface integrity. Two trends can be noticed: (1) the critical strain slightly increases to
a maximum around Sa = 2.5 [-] (this point changes between individual line profiles); (2)
beyond this value, the critical strain decreases as Sa increases. The initiation of interface
damage is dependent on two phenomena, i.e. a) the prescribed roughness evolution and b)
localization due to strain softening. For rejuvenated PET, the localization is determined
by the initial surface profile and its evolution. For relatively young PET coatings, mild
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localization occurs and the localization tends to spread more before the critical integrity
is reached in the localization band, delaying the initiation of interface damage compared
to rejuvenated PET. This explains the upward trend in Fig. 3.18. However, when the
polymer age is increased further the interface at the localization band is already damaged
before the band spreads, due to the high stresses within the localized region. Further
increase of the polymer age results in a decrease of the critical strain. The explanation
of this trend is found in the competition between strain softening and hardening [48].
Strain hardening stabilizes the localization phenomenon, but this effect is decreased since
an increased polymer age also entails an increased yield stress. The stabilizing effect of
strain hardening is illustrated in Fig. 3.19. Note that only a single line profile is shown, i.e.
the line initially located at y = 88 [µm] (the line located at y = 100 [µm] did not show a
drop below 10% integrity for low values of Sa). The hardening modulus Gr was increased
to study the effect of the strain hardening branch. The optimum value for the polymer
age shifts with the hardening modulus. Increasing the hardening modulus increases the
optimal Sa value and vice versa, indicating that the presence of strain hardening delays
the localization instability to higher values of Sa.

Figure 3.18: Influence of the polymer age parameter on the critical strain εc when the
integrity locally drops below 10%; bands indicate the standard deviation between the
different line profiles passing this threshold.
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Figure 3.19: (a) Mechanical response of PET for two values of the strain hardening
modulus Gr; (b) corresponding predicted critical strain at which the local integrity first
drops below 10% for the line profile initially located at y = 88 [µm].
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3.5 Discussion

The simulations predict the initiation and growth of interface damage as a result of the
prescribed evolution of the steel surface profile.
The presence of interface damage in these materials was experimentally verified by Faber
et al. [25]. They explored cross-sections of the deformed polymer-steel interface in DRD
cans. An example of the experimentally identified interface damage is shown in Fig. 3.20.
The experiments revealed that the polymer coating locally delaminates during can pro-
duction. The damage events are small and typically occur near highly deformed regions
of the steel surface, indicating that deformation-induced steel surface roughening plays
an important role in the initiation of interface damage. These experiments verify the
presence of damage, however they do not reveal the evolution of the interface roughness
or the damage initiation and hence only allow for a qualitative comparison with the sim-
ulations. To the best of our knowledge, the in-situ observations required for quantitative
comparison are not available and challenging to obtain at a micron scale or smaller.

Figure 3.20: Experimental results of the deformed polymer-steel interface after can
production for a pre-coated packaging steel; results obtained via Focused Ion Beam milling
(reproduced from [25]; with kind permission from Springer Science+Business Media B.V.).

Finally, quantitative prediction of the interface integrity during forming operations re-
quires properly identified parameters for the particular PET grade used. The mechanical
response of a thin PET coating with additives to promote adhesion has been studied by
Van den Bosch et al. [15]. They performed tensile experiments on a PET coating after
the steel substrate was chemically removed. These experiments may be used to identify
the model parameters. Furthermore, a truly quantitative study of the interface damage
may require the full three-dimensional displacement field, which has to be coupled to a
three-dimensional computational model.

3.6 Conclusion

A numerical-experimental methodology has been presented, using a Global Digital Image
Correlation technique combined with a computational model of a polymer and interface
layer. The presented method allows for a detailed study of the mechanical behavior of a
polymer-steel interface during deformation-induced steel surface roughening. The method
incorporates the experimentally obtained displacement field into a numerical framework
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to predict the initiation and growth of interface damage and hence outperforms the use
of average surface roughness characteristics.
The numerical predictions show that the change in surface height profile of the steel and
the displacements that accompany this process can cause the polymer-steel interface to
locally delaminate. Polymer aging increases the damage and triggers an initial increase,
followed by a decrease of the critical strain at which the interface integrity locally drops
below a certain value. An optimum for the polymer age is found, where the competition
between strain hardening and softening delays interface failure. These results provide
valuable insight into the required processing and storage conditions in industrial applica-
tions, where these polymer-coated steels are used, e.g. for food and beverage cans. These
applications demand that no interface damage is present, even after prolonged shelf-life.
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Abstract
A novel methodology is presented for pre-conditioning a polymer-coated steel used in food and bev-
erage packaging. Mechanical rejuvenation of the coating via rolling is studied in order to prevent
interface damage in subsequent forming operations. The simulations reveal that the thermody-
namic state of the polymer coating after rolling depends on the rolling reduction. This dependency
can be used to tailor the thermodynamic state of the coating prior to can production. A proof-of-
principle simulation was performed to study the effects of rejuvenation on subsequent deformation
processes. Deformation-induced interface roughening was studied for the initial and rejuvenated
polymer coating. The predictions for a rejuvenated polymer coating indicate a significant decrease
in interface damage.
The presented numerical framework allows for a detailed study of the effects of pre-conditioning
on the interface integrity during subsequent forming operations. With properly identified material
parameters, it becomes possible to tailor the polymer-steel material properties before and during
production to minimize interface damage during production and storage of cans or canisters, e.g.
for food and beverage packaging.

4.1 Introduction

Recent years show an increase in the use of metal-polymer laminates in the form of elec-
trolytic chromium coated steel (ECCS) sheets coated with a polymer layer (see Fig. 4.1)
for packaging of food and beverages. Producing cans and canisters using pre-coated steel
leads to a significant reduction of the environmental impact of the production process
compared to conventional production methods. Traditionally, a can is first made from
blank steel sheet after which several lacquering steps are necessary to apply a protective
coating on the inside and a decorative coating on the outside. The reduction in environ-
mental impact results from a reduction in energy consumption and CO2 emission with one
third and a reduction in process water and resulting solid wastes to practically zero [1].
However, the pre-coated steel is subjected to several forming stages during production,
i.e. deep (re-)drawing (DRD) and wall ironing (see Fig. 4.2). These processes induce
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Chromium metal
Chromium oxide

PET layer

Steel substrate

30 µm
0.01 µm
210 µm

Figure 4.1: Different material layers in a polymer-coated ECC steel (after [15]).

large deformations at high strain rates, pressures and temperatures. It has been shown
experimentally that the interface accumulates damage during production and sterilization.
While this damage is often not visible after production, it may become apparent during
the prolonged product shelf-life. The food packaging industry demands that the polymer
coating fully adheres to the ECCS substrate, even after a relatively long shelf-life, since
this triggers corrosion and compromises the quality of the canned content [9, 14].

(a) Deep drawing. (b) Deep redrawing.

Die angle

(c) Wall ironing.

Figure 4.2: Different production methods used to produce a can or canister (after
CustomPartNet.com).

An example of the typical intrinsic response of glassy polymers under uniaxial compres-
sion is shown in Fig. 4.3. First, the polymer shows a nearly linear elastic response (1)
after which the response becomes non-linear visco-elastic (2). After the yield point (3) is
reached, depending on the thermodynamic state of the polymer (i.e. its age), softening
is observed (4), which is overtaken by strain hardening at high strains (5). A key char-
acteristic of polymer glasses is the fact that the yield point depends on the strain rate
applied [17].
The yield point thus depends on the thermodynamic state. The thermodynamic state
refers to the (non-)equilibrium state of a glassy polymer, i.e. whether the polymer is
close to or far away from its equilibrium state. When a polymer is cooled below its
glass transition temperature (Tg), the mobility of the chains is decreased and the polymer
moves away from equilibrium. However, the chain mobility is not zero and equilibrium
will only be reached after an extended time, i.e. physical aging. The amount of softening
seen in the mechanical response increases with physical aging. The process of moving
the thermodynamic state of the polymer away from equilibrium, i.e. reverse aging, is
called rejuvenation. Rejuvenation can be accomplished through a thermo-mechanical
treatment [42, 48].
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Figure 4.3: Typical mechanical behavior of amorphous polymers; numbers indicate
typical trends; (1) linear elastic; (2) non-linear visco-elastic; (3) yield point; (4) strain
softening; and (5) strain hardening.

The results presented in chapter 3 revealed the importance of the thermodynamic state of
the polymer coating prior to deformation on the predicted interface damage. A numerical-
experimental study of the effect of deformation-induced interface roughening on the inter-
face integrity of a polymer-coated steel indicated the existence of an optimum in the initial
thermodynamic state of the PET (Polyethylene terephthalate) coating, i.e. the polymer
age prior to deformation. A rejuvenated polymer shows (almost) no softening during
mechanical deformation, while an aged polymer typically softens, see also Fig. 4.3. The
simulations, which were performed using experimentally obtained full-field displacement
fields of an evolving steel surface profile, predicted noticeably less interface damage for a
rejuvenated coating compared to an aged coating. The changes in steel surface roughness
trigger localization in the aged polymer coating, resulting in interface delamination. This
localization behavior is significantly reduced for a rejuvenated coating, resulting in less
damage.
After coating the steel substrate, the material is typically stored for extended periods of
time. During this time, the coating ages continuously. Hence, rejuvenating the polymer
coating towards the optimal initial thermodynamic state prior to production may decrease
or even prevent the formation of interface damage.
It is well known that the thermodynamic state of a polymer can be tailored through a
thermo-mechanical treatment [48]. Thermal rejuvenation is accomplished by heating the
polymer to a temperature above the glass transition temperature and then reducing the
chain mobility via quenching. However, while a thermal treatment is relatively straight-
forward to apply in an industrial forming process, in the case of a polymer-coated steel
it may lead to interface failure due to a mismatch in thermal expansion between the
PET coating and steel substrate. Furthermore, the increased temperature required for
rejuvenation may result in additional crystallization of the coating.
Another possibility is a mechanical rejuvenation procedure, e.g. rolling or ironing. The
deformation imposed on the polymer-coated steel during such a procedure will induce
stresses at the interface, i.e. normal and shear stresses, which may result in interface
failure. However, a study by Van der Aa et al. [1] showed that during wall ironing of a
polymer-coated steel the coating hardens due to the high pressure imposed on it. This
hardening reduces the stress difference between the typically compliant polymer coating
and the stiff steel substrate, since the post-yield response of the polymer depends on
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the hydrostatic pressure [22]. However, wall ironing induces large shear stresses in the
material. Rolling may provide a more suitable mechanical rejuvenation method as the roll
moves with the material to reduce the shear stresses. Similar to wall ironing, a pressure
is induced which is expected to reduce the stress mismatch further. Furthermore, the
high pressure may delay or prevent crystallization of the PET coating [76]. Rolling the
polymer-coated steel to tailor the thermodynamic state of the coating prior to production
is thus an interesting pre-processing step to explore.
Several authors studied the effect of cold-rolling on the mechanical properties of poly-
mers [19, 47, 48]. Rolling of a coated material was investigated by Usov et al. [70] by
deriving the exact solution in case of an elastic coating and a rigid substrate material. A
functionally graded elastic coating was recently studied by Guler and coworkers [2, 35].
While these studies provide valuable insight into the mechanical behavior of a polymer
during rolling, the behavior of a non-linear visco-elasto-plastic polymer coating on a steel
substrate and the evolution of its thermodynamic state during rolling has not yet been
investigated.
In this chapter, the mechanical response of a metal-polymer bi-layer material during
rolling is investigated numerically using a non-linear visco-elasto-plastic material model
for the PET coating. Furthermore, the change in the thermodynamic state is investigated
as a means of pre-conditioning the material to prevent interface damage in subsequent
deformation steps. Finally, the effect of the pre-conditioning on further deformation is
studied in a proof-of-principle simulation of deformation-induced steel surface roughening.
This chapter is organized as follows. The constitutive model and computational proce-
dures for the rolling simulations are presented in section 4.2. The simulation results are
discussed in section 4.3. The proof-of-principle simulations are presented in section 4.4.
The chapter ends with a discussion in section 4.5.

4.2 Constitutive and computational model

In this section, the material models for the polymer and steel are presented, along with
their numerical implementation.

4.2.1 Polymer model

The studied coating consists of a PET layer with several additives to improve the PET-
steel adhesion [15]. PET is a glassy polymer and almost fully amorphous (crystallinity is
approx. 8%). An example of the typical intrinsic behavior of amorphous glassy polymers
under uniaxial compression is shown in Fig. 4.3. The intrinsic behavior of glassy polymers
is thus complex and accurate modeling requires an advanced constitutive model.
In the past two decades, strong effort was put into accurately modeling the behavior of
glassy polymers, e.g. the work of Boyce et al [16] and Govaert and co-workers [17, 41].
These models incorporate the non-linear visco-elastic behavior, as well as strain softening
and hardening and the effects of temperature and time. Here, the so-called Eindhoven
Glassy Polymer (EGP) model is adopted which adequately captures the complete intrinsic
mechanical response of amorphous polymers [17, 41]. The EGP model is a multi-mode,
multi-process constitutive model [17]. In the present work only one mode and one process
is considered due to limited set of known PET parameters, i.e. a single-mode, single-
process approximation (SM-SP) is used. The mechanical analogue of the SM-SP EGP
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Figure 4.4: Mechanical analogue of the SM-SP EGP model (after [17]).

model is shown in Fig. 4.4. The essential equations of the SM-SP EGP model are detailed
below.
In the EGP model the total stress is the addition of two contributions, i.e. the driving
stress σs and the hardening stress σr (see also Fig. 4.4),

σ = σs + σr. (4.1)

The hardening stress originates from the rubber elastic contribution of the oriented en-
tangled network and is described by a neo-Hookean relation,

σr = GrB̃
d
, (4.2)

where Gr is the strain hardening modulus and B̃
d
the deviatoric part of the isochoric

left Cauchy-Green deformation (Finger) tensor. The driving stress incorporates the in-
termolecular interactions, i.e.

σs = σhs + σds = κ(J − 1)I +GB̃
d

e , (4.3)

where σhs and σds are the hydrostatic and deviatoric stresses, respectively, κ is the bulk
modulus, J is the volume change ratio, I is the second-order unity tensor, G is the shear
modulus and B̃

d

e is the deviatoric part of the elastic isochoric Finger tensor. The quantities
J and B̃

d

e evolve according to

J̇ = Jtr(D), (4.4)
˙̃Be = (L̃−Dp) · B̃e + B̃e · (L̃

T −Dp). (4.5)

Here L is the velocity gradient tensor and D the deformation rate tensor. The plastic
deformation rate tensor, Dp and σds are related by a non-Newtonian flow rule,

Dp =
σds
2η
, (4.6)

with the viscosity

η = η0,ref
τ̄ /τ0

sinh(τ̄ /τ0)
exp

(
µp

τ0

)
exp(S), (4.7)
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where η0,ref is the zero-viscosity defined according to the reference state, τ0 is the charac-
teristic equivalent stress and µ is a pressure dependency parameter. The total equivalent
stress, τ̄ and the pressure, p, are defined as

τ̄ =
√

1
2σ

d
s : σds , (4.8)

p = − 1
3 tr(σ). (4.9)

The thermodynamic state parameter S contains the thermodynamic history dependence
and is related to the equivalent plastic strain, ε̄p, i.e.

S(ε̄p) = Sa ·R(ε̄p). (4.10)

Here Sa reflects the initial state of the polymer and R(ε̄p) is a softening function, which
incorporates the strain dependency of S. The softening function is described by a modified
Carreau-Yasuda function [41],

R(ε̄p) =
(1 + (r0 · exp (ε̄p))

r1)
(r2−1)/r1

(1 + rr10 )
(r2−1)/r1

, (4.11)

where r0, r1, r2 are fitting parameters. R ranges between 0 (rejuvenated) and 1. In the
current implementation the time dependence of Sa, i.e. physical aging is not included.
Therefore, the yield stress does not increase with time and only the effect of mechanical
rejuvenation is predicted with the present model. The equivalent plastic strain rate is
defined as

˙̄εp =
τ̄

η
. (4.12)

The PET material parameters used in this work are listed in Table 4.1 and the corre-
sponding mechanical response during a uniaxial tensile test for an aged (Sa = 13.3 [-]) and
rejuvenated (Sa = 0 [-]) PET layer is shown in Fig. 4.5(a). The parameters were taken
from [52] for a similar amorphous PET grade. The parameters are not fully exact for the
PET coating considered here. However, the parameters predict realistic PET behavior.

Table 4.1: Material properties of PET for the EGP model.

Gr [MPa] κ [MPa] G [MPa] η0,ref [MPa·s] τ0 [MPa]
4.7 1800 812 3 · 108 1.262

µ [-] Sa [-] r0 [-] r1 [-] r2 [-]
4.8 · 10−2 13.3 0.98 20 −3.5

4.2.2 Steel

Similar to the work of Van den Bosch et al. [14], an isotropic elasto-plastic constitutive
material model with a Von Mises yield criterion is used. Hardening is modeled using an
isotropic power-law, i.e.

σy = H (ε0 + ε̄p)
n
, (4.13)

where H, ε0 and n are material parameters and ε̄p is the effective plastic strain. The
parameters are given by H = 477 [MPa], ε0 = 2·10-3 [-] and n = 0.1 [-]. The Young’s
modulus is E = 210 [GPa] and the Poisson’s ratio is ν = 0.3 [MPa]. The mechanical
response of the steel substrate is shown in Fig. 4.5(b).
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(a) PET. (b) ECCS.

Figure 4.5: Mechanical response of the two modeled materials; note that Sa = 0 [-] for
rejuvenated and Sa = 13.3 [-] for aged PET.

4.2.3 Friction model

Friction between the roll and the PET coating is modeled using the Coulomb friction law,
i.e.

||~ft|| < µffn, (stick), (4.14)
~ft = −µffn~t (slip), (4.15)

where ~ft is the tangential friction force, and fn is the normal force, µf is the friction
coefficient and ~t is the tangential vector in the direction of the relative velocity ~vr between
the roll and the coating,

~t =
~vr
||~vr||

(4.16)

The transition between stick and slip is a step function, which is numerically inconvenient.
Thus, ~ft is approximated by an arctangent function, i.e.

~ft = −2µffn
π

arctan
( ||~vr||

δ

)
~t, (4.17)

where the value of δ sets the value of the relative sliding velocity above which sliding
occurs. In [17] it was found that 0.01·||~vr|| ≤ δ ≤0.1·||~vr|| gives realistic results. The
friction coefficient is based on values commonly seen for PET and, unless otherwise stated,
is set to µf = 0.2 [-] [57].
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4.2.4 Computational model

The two-dimensional plane strain computational model for the rolling process is shown
in Fig. 4.6. Obviously, the roll radius (R = 35 [mm]) is considerably larger than the
thickness of the simulated material (steel: 105 [µm], PET: 15 [µm]). The roll is assumed
to be infinitely stiff and is modeled as a rigid body. Symmetry is assumed along the
bottom of the steel layer.
In the industrial forming process, the steel substrate is rolled to its desired thickness prior
to applying the coating. The roll creates a smooth surface in the rolling direction (see
also Fig. 4.13(a)). Here, the pre-conditioning rolling step is assumed to be performed in
the rolling direction of the steel. It is therefore assumed that the initial surface profile of
the steel, and hence the PET-steel interface, is flat.
Rolling is performed by moving the rotating roll over the polymer-coated steel at a fixed
velocity v = ω ·R, where ω is the rotational speed and R the radius of the roll. The right
edge of the polymer-coated steel is fixed in the x -direction. Furthermore, considering that
only part of a polymer-coated steel plate is modeled, the left edge is kept straight. This
may result in edge effects near the right and left boundaries and thus only the response
of the dashed central region (see Fig. 4.6) is analyzed. The dashed region is modeled as
a separate body to study the PET-steel interface stress that develops during rolling. The
interface stress is calculated from the force required to fix the dashed PET region to the
steel substrate.
In the current simulations, the roll rotational speed is set to ω = 1.745·10-3 [rad·s-1] to
ensure that the applied strain rate during rolling stays within the experimental regime
used to determine the EGP model parameters, i.e. the strain rate should not exceed
ε̇ = 1·10-2 [s-1]. The commonly used industrial strain rate is higher, in the order of
ε̇ = 1·103 [s-1]. Simulating such high rolling speeds requires dedicated experiments to
quantify the PET response at higher strain rates. The increased strain rate may result
in additional dynamical effects, i.e. the mismatch in strain rates allows for a qualitative
prediction only.
As discussed in the introduction, the work of Van der Aa et al. [1] revealed that the
pressure imposed to the polymer coating during wall ironing may reduce the interface
stresses to prevent delamination. As rolling also imposes a pressure to the coating it
can be assumed that the polymer-steel interface remains intact during rolling. Thus, for
simplicity, the interface is not modeled explicitly, i.e. perfect adhesion is assumed. This
assumption is investigated by analyzing the stress at the PET-steel interface.

Steel
PET v ωv

ω

Figure 4.6: Sketch of the simulated rolling process.
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4.3 Results

4.3.1 Evolution of the thermodynamic state

The evolution of the average value of the thermodynamic state parameter S̄ as a function
of time for a rolling reduction (i.e. the thickness reduction) of 10% and a friction coefficient
of µf = 0.2 [-] is shown in Fig. 4.7. S̄ is the average thermodynamic state (S, see
Eq. (4.10)) within the dashed region in Fig. 4.6. Five stages can be identified, i.e. 1)
initially the value remains constant as the roll has not yet entered the dashed region; 2)
as soon as the roll starts to plastically deform the PET coating, the thermodynamic state
parameter drops rapidly; 3) the parameter stabilizes shortly when the material passes
underneath the roll; 4) a further drop in the parameter is noticed as the region of interest
leaves the roll and starts to unload; and 5) finally, the value stabilizes at a value of
approximately S̄ ≈ 2 [-].
The final average state parameter (S̄final, stage 5) as a function of the imposed rolling
reduction is shown in Fig. 4.8. Clearly, the average thermodynamic state after rolling
decreases from its initial value of Sa = 13.3 [-] with increasing rolling reduction. The
dependence on the imposed reduction is non-linear with an initial steep decrease. Full
rejuvenation (S̄ = 0 [-]) is only reached for large rolling reductions. The numerical-
experimental study presented in chapter 3 showed that interface damage is minimized
when the initial thermodynamic state of the coating prior to production is around S̄ ≈ 2
– 2.5 [-]. Rolling to a reduction of about 10% is thus desired to reach this optimum value.
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Figure 4.7: Evolution of the average thermodynamic state parameter S̄ as a function of
time; rolling reduction 10%; friction coefficient µf = 0.2 [-].

4.3.2 Interface stress

The interface stress during rolling is shown in Fig. 4.9. The normal interface stress
(Fig. 4.9(a)) is compressive during rolling and increases with increasing reduction. Com-
pressive stresses applied to the interface typically do not result in interface damage. This
is also commonly assumed in cohesive zone approaches where a negative opening results in
interface strengthening [12]. The tangential interface stress (Fig. 4.9(b)) shows an initial
maximum, followed by a minimum. The extreme values of the stress clearly increase (in
absolute sense) with increasing reduction. The interface must remain intact during rolling
to withstand the tangential interface stress. Clearly, the higher the rolling reduction, the
higher the interface stress. Whether the interface remains really intact during this process
should be investigated experimentally.
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Figure 4.8: Evolution of the final average thermodynamic state parameter S̄final as a
function of the rolling reduction; time 120 [s]; friction coefficient µf = 0.2 [-].
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(a) Normal stress. (b) Tangential stress.

Figure 4.9: (a) Normal and (b) tangential stresses acting on the interface during rolling
for different rolling reductions; friction coefficient µf = 0.2 [-].

Influence of friction

The influence of the friction coefficient on the interface stresses during rolling was in-
vestigated. The interface stress in normal and tangential direction for a friction coeffi-
cient varying between 0 and 0.3 is shown in Fig. 4.10. The compressive normal stress
(Fig. 4.10(a)) increases with an increase in the friction coefficient. The tangential stress
(Fig. 4.10(b)) shows a different trend. Three different extremes are visible in the stress
during rolling, i.e. 1) a maximum when the material enters the roll (=entrance); 2) a
minimum just after entering the roll (=under); and 3) another minimum as the material
leaves the roll (=exit). The highest stress magnitude depends on the friction coefficient.
Fig. 4.11 shows the magnitude of the tangential stress reached in the different stages
during rolling. Clearly, the global maximum value is seen in different regions depend-
ing on the friction coefficient. For small values of the friction coefficient, the maximum
tangential stress is reached when the material enters the roll. The friction reduces the
interface stress in this regime as it guides the material under the roll and thus a decrease
of this maximum is seen when the friction coefficient is increased. For high values of the
friction coefficient the magnitude of the stresses under the roll increases. The location of
the global maximum changes. The magnitude of the exit stress shows a less pronounced
increase with increasing friction coefficient and typically is lower than the other two ex-
treme values. Clearly, the magnitude of the interface stresses depends on the friction
coefficient and an optimum in the coefficient exists which minimizes the maximum.
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(a) Normal stress. (b) Tangential stress.

Figure 4.10: (a) Normal and (b) tangential stresses acting on the interface during rolling
for different friction coefficients; reduction is 10%.

Figure 4.11: Maximum magnitude of the tangential interface stress for different values
of the friction coefficient and for different moments during rolling (see also Fig. 4.10(b));
reduction is 10%.

4.3.3 Influence on mechanical behavior

To characterize the effect of the rolling process on the mechanical behavior of the PET
coating after rolling, the dashed central region of the PET coating (see Fig. 4.6) was
subjected to a plane-strain tensile test after rolling. The resulting engineering stress-
strain response for different rolling reductions and a friction coefficient of µf = 0.2 [-]
is shown in Fig. 4.12. The results predict softening for all simulated rolling reductions,
i.e. a drop in the stress emerges after the yield point is reached. After rolling, small
imperfections are present which trigger localization in the subsequent tensile test. Note
that the softening in the response is dependent on the rolling reduction., i.e. a larger
rolling reduction shows less softening in the tensile test.
These results are compared to the work of Broutman et al. [19], who studied the influence
of rolling on the mechanical response of different polymers in a tensile test. These results
apply to rolling of the polymer only and not for rolling of a polymer-coated steel, i.e.
the results can be compared qualitatively only. The resulting dependency on the rolling
reduction was also found in [19], indicating that the predicted effect of rolling, at least
qualitatively, compares well to experiments.
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Figure 4.12: Engineering stress-strain response of the PET coating after rolling the
bilayer material to different rolling reductions; friction coefficient µf = 0.2 [-].

4.4 Proof-of-principle simulation

As mentioned in the introduction, the goal of pre-conditioning the polymer-coated steel
via rolling is to delay or possibly prevent the initiation and growth of interface damage
during subsequent forming operations. The previous section confirmed that rolling may
provide a method to mechanically rejuvenate the coating to the desired optimal thermo-
dynamic state. In order to assess the effect of the pre-conditioning, proof-of-principle
simulations are performed next.
Recent experimental results revealed that deformation-induced roughening of the
polymer-steel interface plays an important role in the initiation and growth of inter-
face damage [25]. During production, the polymer-steel interface experiences a significant
change in roughness due to the deformation-induced roughening of the steel substrate
material. The polycrystalline steel roughens due to the differences in crystallographic
orientation between grains and other plasticity related phenomena [54]. An example of
this change in surface roughness for a packaging steel deformed in tension is shown in
Fig. 4.13. The initial surface profile (Fig. 4.13(a)) is characterized by a rolling profile in-
duced by the rolls (used to reduce the steel to its desired thickness). This profile is visible
as grooves along the x -direction, i.e. in the rolling direction (RD). After performing a
uniaxial tensile test in the x -direction to the steel, a change in roughness profile is mea-
sured, see Fig. 4.13(b). The comparison between the initial and final profile shows that
the change in roughness occurs over a wide range of length scales, ranging from the scale
of individual dislocations to the size of multiple grains. The resulting profile depends on
the deformation conditions and the material properties [54].
The numerical-experimental framework developed in chapter 3 allows for a detailed study
of the effect of a change in interface roughness on the interface integrity of these polymer-
coated steels. This framework is here applied to illustrate the effect of the pre-conditioning
on the interface integrity during subsequent deformation processes. Two simulations of
deformation-induced interface roughening during a tensile test were performed, i.e. a
simulation where the PET coating is aged (Sa = 13.3 [-]) and a simulation where the
PET is rejuvenated to the optimal value (Sa = 2.5 [-]) prior to tensile testing.
For the simulations it is assumed that the internal stresses within the polymer layer
after rolling are small. Furthermore, since it was assumed that the interface remains
intact during pre-conditioning, the interface is initially intact. Finally, it is assumed
that the surface roughness profile of the steel does not change during rolling. These
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assumptions limit the proof-of-principle simulation to a qualitative comparison of the
effect of pre-conditioning only. For a quantitative prediction the full deformation history
of the PET coating, interface and steel substrate must be taken into account. Quantitative
predictions of the interface integrity and the deformation-induced steel surface roughening
during rolling requires a steel constitutive model that accurately predicts the roughening
process. However, quantitative models for predicting roughening in steels at multiple
length scales are not yet available [75].
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(b) ECCS profile just before fracture.

Figure 4.13: (a) Initial and (b) final surface profile of an ECC steel during a uniaxial
tensile test, measured with a confocal optical profiler; X -direction is the tensile direction;
colors indicate the local surface height in microns.

4.4.1 Numerical-experimental framework

Experimental

A tensile test is performed along the rolling direction of TH340 packaging steel. TH340
is a continuously annealed, single reduced, DWI (draw-redraw-wall ironing) quality
aluminium-killed low carbon ferritic ECCS sheet. The steel sheet is 210 [µm] thick.
After each tensile strain increment of ∆ε = 0.25%, a confocal optical height measurement
is taken. The initial and final surface profile are shown in Fig. 4.13. These confocal height
profiles are used in a Finite Element based Digital Image Correlation method (FE-DIC)
(presented in chapter 2) to extract the full-field displacement field that accompanies the
change in surface roughness of the steel. The extracted displacement field along a line
initially located on y = 100 [µm], shown in Fig. 4.14, is used in the proof-of-principle
simulations.
The displacement field is applied in a two-dimensional plane strain simulation of a
polymer-coated steel. As a result, the steel does not have to be modeled explicitly, since
the measured experimental displacements are directly applied to the interface. A sketch
of the computational model is shown in Fig. 4.15. The PET coating is modeled using the
EGP model with the parameters listed in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.14: Evolution of a line profile initially located at y = 100 [µm].
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Figure 4.15: Sketch of the computational framework.

Interface model

The interface between the PET and ECCS is modeled using Cohesive Zone elements.
The mixed-mode traction-separation law developed by Van den Bosch et al. [12] is used
to describe the PET-steel interfacial decohesion. The cohesive zone law was discussed in
detail in section 3.3.2. The important equations are repeated here. The exponential law
is split into two contributions, i.e.

Tn (∆n,∆t) =
φn∆n

δ2
n

exp

(
−∆n

δn

)
exp

(
−∆2

t

δ2
t

)
, (4.18)

Tt (∆n,∆t) = 2
φt∆t

δ2
t

(
1 +

∆n

δn

)
exp

(
−∆n

δn

)
exp

(
−∆2

t

δ2
t

)
, (4.19)

where n and t are the normal and tangential directions, respectively, ∆ is the cohesive
zone opening, φ is the work of separation and δ is the characteristic opening length. The
typical traction-separation response is shown in Fig. 4.16.
An integrity parameter ξ is used to quantify the fraction of the work of separation that
is not yet dissipated in the cohesive zone element as presented in section 3.3.2,

ξ = 1− Ω

φ
, ξ ∈ [0, 1], (4.20)

where Ω is the consumed work of separation in the cohesive zone.
To determine the parameters of the cohesive law, dedicated experiments are needed. It is
known from literature that different parameters may result from different experiments [72].
An example of two experiments that result in a different work of separation (φ) are the
measurements of Fedorov et al. [28] and Van den Bosch et al. [15]. The differences
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(a) Normal direction. (b) Tangential direction.

Figure 4.16: The coupled exponential traction-separation law of Van den Bosch et
al. [12], using the parameters of Table 4.2.

are explained by the distinct energy dissipated within the process zone, i.e. in the bulk
material near the interface. For the proof-of-principle simulations, parameters are required
that are characteristic for small-scale de-bonding [25]. The work of separation determined
by Fedorov et al. [28] is used here. As the cohesive law used is different, the δn and δt
parameters are estimated based on the results in [28]. The resulting parameters used are
listed in Table 4.2. Note that φn = φt = φ and δn = δt = δ.

Table 4.2: Cohesive zone constants used in the proof-of-principle simulations.

φn [J·m-2] φt [J·m-2] δn [µm] δt [µm]
2.5 2.5 0.25 0.25

4.4.2 Results

The equivalent Von Mises stress and the equivalent plastic strain in the aged PET coating
(Sa = 13.3 [-]) at a global tensile strain of ε = 6% and ε = 11.5% is shown in Figs. 4.17
and 4.18, respectively. The strains show pronounced localization with delamination at the
interface as a result. The high stress in the localization band triggers interface damage (see
Fig. 4.17). This damage grows as the deformation increases, see Fig. 4.18. The simulation
of the mechanically rejuvenated coating at a global tensile strain of ε = 11.5% is shown
in Fig. 4.19. A clear difference in predicted interface damage is visible compared to the
damage depicted in Fig. 4.18. Rejuvenation removes or reduces the softening branch from
the intrinsic PET response (see also Fig. 4.5(a)). This softening triggers the localization
events in the aged PET coating. The localization in case of the rejuvenated PET coating
is clearly less pronounced.
The interface integrity over the line profile at a global tensile strain of ε = 11.5% is
shown in Fig. 4.20. A large drop in the interface integrity is visible for the aged coat-
ing, see Fig. 4.20(a). However,the simulation with the rejuvenated PET coating shows
significantly less reduction in integrity, indicating that less interface damage occurs, see
Fig. 4.20(b).
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(a) Equivalent Von Mises stress.

(b) Equivalent plastic strain.

Figure 4.17: Predicted equivalent Von Mises stress (a) and equivalent plastic strain (b)
in the aged polymer coating along the line initially located at y = 100 [µm] at a globally
applied tensile strain of ε = 6%; the failed interface elements are colored black.

(a) Equivalent Von Mises stress.

(b) Equivalent plastic strain.

Figure 4.18: Predicted equivalent Von Mises stress (a) and equivalent plastic strain (b)
in the aged polymer coating along the line initially located at y = 100 [µm] at a globally
applied tensile strain of ε = 11.5%; the failed interface elements are colored black.

4.5 Discussion

The rolling simulations of a polymer-coated steel enabled a detailed study of the evolution
of the thermodynamic state of the coating as a function of the rolling reduction and other
parameters.
Dedicated experiments are required to assess the validity of assumptions used in the
rolling simulations, e.g. the assumed perfect adhesion. An indication of the validity of this
assumption is provided by the interface stress that develops during rolling (see Fig. 4.9).
Clearly, the stresses depend on the reduction. The normal interface stress (σn) is always
in compression due to the rolling process, which typically does not damage the interface.
However, the tangential interface stress also increases with increasing reduction, which
may lead to interface damage. Thus, to reduce the interface stress, the reduction has to be
minimized. However, a minimum reduction is required to rejuvenate the PET coating to
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(a) Equivalent Von Mises stress.

(b) Equivalent plastic strain.

Figure 4.19: Predicted equivalent Von Mises stress (a) and equivalent plastic strain (b)
in the rejuvenated polymer coating along the line initially located at y = 100 [µm] at
a globally applied tensile strain of ε = 11.5%; the failed interface elements are colored
black.
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(b) Rejuvenated PET.

Figure 4.20: Interface integrity profile at ε = 11.5% for the aged (a) and rejuvenated
(b) PET over the line initially located at y = 100 [µm].

the desired thermodynamic state and thus cannot be chosen arbitrarily. Research by Van
der Aa [1] showed that during wall ironing the imposed pressure hardens the PET coating.
It was found that decreasing the die angle during wall ironing (see Fig. 4.2(c)) resulted in
a more distributed compressive stress. Although the deformation conditions during wall
ironing are different from those in rolling, it is expected that also here the effect of pressure
is paramount. The hardening of the PET coating decreases the stress mismatch between
the coating and the steel substrate. This may lower the interface stress during rolling.
Thus, changing the roll radius may decrease the interface stress further. Fig. 4.21 shows
the effect of changing the roll radius on the magnitude of the tangential interface stress
during rolling, confirming the expected influence on the interface stress. The roll must
be sufficiently large to prevent interface failure. Furthermore, the study on the effect of
the friction coefficient revealed an optimum value which reduces the maximum magnitude
of the tangential interface stress to a minimum. Whether the friction coefficient can be
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Figure 4.21: Maximum magnitude of the tangential interface stress as a function of the
roll radius; reduction 10%; friction coefficient µf = 0.2 [-].

optimized has to be investigated experimentally.
The proof-of-principle simulations currently only include the change in thermodynamic
state of the coating. The simulations may be extended to a coupled analysis where
the polymer-coated steel is first rolled, after which a subsequent deformation process is
applied. It is expected that a coupled study may reveal a different optimum for the
thermodynamic state, as full rejuvenation of the coating requires a large reduction in
thickness (see also Fig. 4.8), which increases the stresses at the interface. However,
the conclusion that the rejuvenated material shows less interface damage is expected to
persist.

4.6 Conclusion

A novel methodology was presented for pre-conditioning a polymer-coated steel used in
food and beverage packaging. Previous research showed that pre-conditioning the ther-
modynamic state of the polymer coating prior to production may significantly reduce
damage in the interface during production. In this chapter, the prior mechanical reju-
venation of the coating via rolling was explored. Numerical simulations of rolling were
performed on a polymer-coated steel and the evolution of the thermodynamic state of the
coating was studied. The simulations showed that changing the rolling reduction allows
for optimization of the thermodynamic state. Furthermore, proof-of-principle simulations
were performed using a previously developed numerical-experimental framework to study
the effect of the rejuvenation on subsequent deformation. Deformation-induced steel sur-
face roughening was simulated and the predicted interface damage was compared to a
simulation without pre-conditioning. The comparison revealed a significant decrease in
the predicted interface damage after rejuvenating the polymer coating.
The simulations provide valuable insight into the influence of rejuvenating a polymer
coating and can be used to optimize the industrial process to reduce or even prevent
interface delamination.
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Abstract
A novel integrated framework is presented for the prediction of deformation-induced interface
roughening and failure in polymer-coated steels. Crystal plasticity is employed to predict the
change in steel surface roughness in-situ. The steel substrate is coated with a thin polymer layer
and the polymer-steel interface is modeled using an exponential cohesive zone law. Uniaxial ten-
sile simulations are performed and the results show that the predicted roughness increases with
the applied deformation. The local changes in the steel surface profile result in initiation and
growth of local interface failure. Furthermore, a compression simulation shows that the roughen-
ing rate of the steel is increased compared to tension, with an increase in the predicted interface
damage as a result. The presented framework thus allows for a detailed numerical study of the
initiation and growth of interface damage in polymer-coated steels during applied deformation.
The incorporation of the crystal plasticity model to predict the changes in the steel surface profile
complements the cumbersome measurements of detailed experimental displacement fields that ac-
company deformation-induced roughening and thus enables the analysis of deformation processes
where measuring the steel surface profile is difficult if not impossible, e.g. industrial forming
processes such as deep drawing.

5.1 Introduction

Deformation-induced surface roughening of steels and other crystalline materials is com-
mon in many engineering applications. This change in surface roughness can lead to
several problems during manufacturing [6, 25, 55], for example: (1) a detrimental effect
on the surface finish of sheet metal; (2) a change in friction, wear and corrosion resis-
tance; (3) localization phenomena which may lead to failure; or (4) local delamination of
a coating (see chapter 3).
In case of polymer-coated steels, the change in surface roughness may also result in local
delamination of the coating. This is particularly the case for industrial manufacturing of
food and beverage cans or canisters, see Fig. 5.1. To reduce the environmental impact of
the production process, the Electrolytically Chromium Coated Steel (ECCS) sheet mate-
rial is pre-coated with a Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET) layer prior to can production.

63
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Compared to the traditional manufacturing process of producing a blank steel can which
is coated after production, using a pre-coated steel reduces the energy consumption and
CO2 emission with one third and the process water and resulting solid wastes to practi-
cally zero [1].
However, it is observed in practice that the polymer-steel interface is damaged due to the
large deformations at high strain rates, temperatures and pressures during production.
It has been shown experimentally that this is due to the evolving steel surface roughness.
The food and beverage industry demands that the material does not exhibit any visible or
invisible damage after production and during the prolonged shelf-life, as this compromises
the quality of the canned content [9, 25].

Figure 5.1: Polymer-coated steel used in the manufacturing of food and beverage cans
(after [15]).

The effect of deformation-induced roughening of the steel substrate was investigated in a
numerical-experimental framework in chapters 2 and 3. Experimental height profiles of a
steel deformed in tension were used in a Finite Element based Digital Image Correlation
(FE-DIC) calculation to extract the full-field displacement fields from height measure-
ments (chapter 2). These displacement fields were applied as boundary conditions in a
numerical analysis of a polymer coating and an interface model. It was thereby observed
that the initiation and growth of interface damage is a result of the change in steel surface
roughness (chapter 3).
However, applying the developed framework to other deformations than uniaxial tensile
tests is infeasible. In-situ measurement of the evolving micro-scale surface height profiles
in industrial forming operations like deep (re-)drawing and wall ironing is not possible.
To predict the change in surface roughness and the effect on the interface integrity of
coated products during manufacturing, a predictive model for the evolution of the steel
surface profile is desired.
Crystal plasticity can be used to predict the anisotropic crystallographic response of a
metal [18]. Several authors have studied the applicability of these models for predicting
deformation-induced surface roughening. Becker [6] and Wu & Lloyd [73] studied two-
dimensional roughening and reported differences in the predicted roughness amplitude
compared to experimental observations. Both authors concluded that the adopted two-
dimensional assumption may well result in the observed difference. More recently, Zhao et
al. [75] and Lim et al. [45] studied oligocrystals using three-dimensional crystal plasticity
and compared the predictions with experiments. They found a relatively good comparison
with the experiments for the displacement fields and resulting height profiles. However,
small differences prevailed because discrete roughening phenomena, e.g. slip extrusions,
can not be captured by the continuum model.
Strain gradient crystal plasticity modeling was also explored as a means of predicting the
change in surface roughness. Borg & Fleck [11] and Nygårds & Gudmundson [49] studied
the effect of the internal length scale in the strain gradient model and found a strong
dependency of the resulting profile on this length scale. However, so far no experimental
comparison was made to determine the internal length scale.
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These above mentioned studies focused on predicting deformation-induced surface rough-
ening during uniaxial tension. Bending was recently studied by Rossiter et al. [55] for
aluminium sheets using a crystal plasticity model. The simulations showed the formation
of hills and valleys on the surface and the predicted roughness was found to depend on
the subsurface grains. Finally, Šiška et al. [60] performed cyclic simulations on copper
thin films. The roughness was found to increase with cycling and cycling between ten-
sion and compression resulted in a larger roughness than cycling in pure tension or pure
compression. The predicted roughness was smaller than seen in experiments due to the
limited number of simulated cycles.
Deformation-induced roughening and its influence on the interface integrity of a coat-
ing has not yet been investigated numerically using a predictive model for the steel
roughening. In this chapter, a numerical framework is developed that enables study
of deformation-induced interface roughening in polymer-coated steels. A crystal plastic-
ity model [18] is employed to qualitatively predict the change in surface roughness of a
polymer-coated packaging steel. The polymer coating is modeled using the Eindhoven
Glassy Polymer model [17] to accurately predict the mechanical response of the coating.
The interface between the polymer and steel is modeled using an exponential cohesive
zone law [12], enabling analysis of the interface integrity during the deformation process.
Uniaxial tension and compression simulations are performed and the results are qualita-
tively compared to experimental measurements of a packaging steel deformed in tension.
The presented framework may be incorporated into a global-local approach to allow the
analysis of a particular industrial forming processes such as deep drawing, e.g. by em-
bedding the modeled domain into a bulk simulation or a multi-scale approach. Since the
objective of this chapter is focused on a qualitative predictions, some assumptions have
to be made that impose limitations on the presented results. 1) The continuum assump-
tion in the crystal plasticity framework limits the predicted roughening to grain-scale
features only, i.e. micro-scale discrete roughening phenomena are not incorporated into
the current framework. 2) The adopted steel crystallography is numerically generated
based on available experimental data using a representative method. However this can
never capture the complete experimental texture. 3) Due to computational limitations,
the finite element discretization is relatively coarse, limiting the amount of bending that
can be described by the discretization. Nevertheless, it will be shown that the predicted
roughness patterns do not drastically change with mesh refinement.
This chapter is organized as follows. The problem, constitutive models and computational
procedures for the simulations are presented in section 5.2. The simulation results are
discussed in section 5.3. The chapter ends with a discussion and conclusion.

5.2 Constitutive and computational model

5.2.1 Problem statement

The studied material is a packaging steel used in the production of food and beverage
cans known as TH340. The material consists of an Electrolytically Chromium Coated
steel (ECCS) substrate, coated with a 15 [µm] thick PET coating, see also Fig. 5.1. A
small block with in-plane dimensions 100 × 100 [µm] of the packaging material is modeled,
whereby the steel surface is initially flat (schematically shown in Fig. 5.2(a)). The steel
thickness is 20 [µm]. This block is assumed in-plane periodic (i.e. parallel to the interface).
In addition to the in-plane periodic boundary conditions, the boundary conditions are
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set to prevent rigid body rotations and global shear perpendicular to the interface, see
Fig. 5.3(a). Furthermore, the presence of the bulk steel below the modeled block is con-
sidered using specific boundary conditions that take into account the restrictions imposed
by the bulk on the steel substrate. While different choices for these boundary conditions
are possible, here parts of the bottom steel face (areas of 20 × 20 [µm], i.e. an average of
2 × 2 grains) are constrained with an average z -displacement of zero. The effect of this
boundary condition was studied by varying the constrained domain size and it was found
that the boundary condition does not drastically change the predicted results.
An average uniaxial tension and compression strain is applied at a linear strain rate of
ε̇ = 3.75·10-2 [s-1]. The steel is modeled using the crystal plasticity model detailed in the
next section. The polymer-steel interface is described using an exponential cohesive zone
law, discussed further in section 5.2.3. The PET coating is modeled using the Eindhoven
Glassy Polymer model described in section 5.2.4.
An EBSD measurement was performed on the packaging steel to analyze the average grain
size and distribution of Euler angles, see Fig. 5.2(b). The measurement revealed that the
steel grains have a BCC ferrite crystal structure and are approximately equi-axed with
an average grain diameter of about 10 [µm].

(a) (b)

Figure 5.2: (a) Sketch of the modeled part of the polymer-coated steel; (b) results of an
EBSD measurement on TH340 packaging steel; the colors indicate the crystal orientations.

5.2.2 Steel crystal plasticity framework

A conventional crystal plasticity model [18] is adopted for the BCC ferritic steel. Within
this continuum approach, the effect of dislocation glide on slip systems is modeled in an
average sense. Effects due to e.g. dislocation pile-ups are disregarded.
The deformation gradient F is multiplicatively split into an elastic Fe and plastic Fp
contribution, i.e.

F = Fe · Fp. (5.1)

The multiplicative split introduces an intermediate configuration, which is distorted by
the plastic deformation only (see Fig. 5.4). The elastic deformation, as well as rotations,
are included in Fe. The plastic part of the velocity gradient L is Lp = Ḟp · F−1

p . In the
crystal plasticity setting, the crystallographic decomposition of Lp is

Lp =

ns∑
α=1

γ̇αPα0 , (5.2)
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.3: (a) Boundary conditions used in the tension and compression simulations,
and (b) sketch of the bottom face of the modeled steel volume illustrating the bottom
boundary condition used to account for the presence of bulk steel below the modeled steel
region; the average z -displacement of each region is constrained to zero.

where Pα0 = ~sα0 ⊗ ~nα0 is the Schmid tensor of the slip system α, ~sα0 is the slip direction
and ~nα0 the slip normal, both defined in the reference configuration, γ̇α is the plastic slip
rate on slip system α and ns = 12 is the number of slip systems in the BCC crystal.
The elastic constitutive law is

S =4C : Ee, (5.3)

where 4C is the fourth-order elasticity tensor, Ee = 1
2 (FT

e · Fe − I) is the elastic Green-
Lagrange strain and S is

S = F−1
e · τ · F−T

e . (5.4)

The plastic slip rate γ̇α is determined via a visco-plastic slip law [39],

γ̇α = γ̇0

( |τα|
να

) 1
m

sign(τα), (5.5)

where γ̇0 is the reference slip rate, m is the strain rate sensitivity parameter, τα is the
shear stress resolved on the slip system α, and να is the current slip resistance. Schmid’s
law states that the slip systems with the highest resolved stress are active. However,
this law is violated in BCC crystals and thus non-Schmid effects in the BCC phase are
incorporated by redefining the resolved shear stress as

τα =
(
FT
e · Fe · S

)T

: (Pα0 + ηα) , (5.6)

where ηα is defined by [74]

ηα = ηss~s
α
0 ⊗ ~sα0 + ηnn~n

α
0 ⊗ ~nα0 + ηzz~z

α
0 ⊗ ~zα0 . (5.7)
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Figure 5.4: Schematic representation of the multiplicative split of the deformation gra-
dient tensor (after [24]).

Here, ηss, ηnn and ηzz are three non-Schmid parameters and ~zα0 = ~sα0 ×~nα0 . The evolution
law of the current slip resistance να is

ν̇α =

ns∑
β=1

hαβ |γ̇β |, (5.8)

where hαβ is a hardening matrix taken in the form

hαβ = h0

(
1− να

ν∞

)a
qαβ , (5.9)

with qαβ a matrix with ones on the diagonal and qn everywhere else (qn is the ratio of
the latent hardening with respect to the self-hardening for non-coplanar slip systems), h0,
ν∞ and a are material parameters. For BCC steel, only the {110}α′ slip system family is
assumed to be active at room temperature (e.g. [34, 20]).
The material parameters are obtained from literature. First, the anisotropic elastic con-
stants (C11, C12 and C44) in the BCC ferrite have been determined based on data in [68],
where they were determined from indentation experiments [29]. Next, the initial slip
resistance ν0 of the BCC ferrite has been determined such that macroscopic yielding
is predicted at approx. 300 [MPa] for a polycrystal with random orientations (similar
to [68]), while the strain rate sensitivity is given by m = 0.2 [-] and the reference slip rate
by γ̇0 = 0.01 [s-1]. The non-Schmid parameters for the BCC phase have been taken from
the literature [74]. Finally, the initial hardening rate h0 and the slip resistance saturation
value ν∞ have been determined while assuming a hardening exponent a = 1.5 [-] and a
ratio between latent and self hardening qn = 1.4 [-]. The material parameters used in the
simulations are listed in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Material constants used in the crystal plasticity model.

ν0 [MPa] ν∞ [MPa] h0 [MPa] γ̇0 [s-1] m [-] a [-] qn [-]
65 150 1000 0.01 0.20 1.50 1.40

ηss [-] ηnn [-] ηzz [-] C11 [GPa] C12 [GPa] C44 [GPa]
0.0544 -0.0293 -0.0267 233 135.5 118
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5.2.3 Interface cohesive zone model

The PET-steel interface is modeled using a three-dimensional cohesive zone model. The
mixed-mode exponential traction-separation law of Van den Bosch et al. [12] is used to
model the PET-steel decohesion. The 2D cohesive zone law was discussed in detail in
section 3.3.2. The important equations are repeated here. In 3D, the cohesive zone
opening vector ~∆ is split into a contribution normal and tangential to the interface, i.e.
∆t = ~∆ · ~et and ∆n = ~∆ · ~en, respectively. Here, ~en is normal to the interface and ~et is
an in-plane unit vector by projecting ~∆ on the interface. The traction-separation law in
the two directions is defined as

Tn (∆n,∆t) =
φn∆n

δ2
n

exp

(
−∆n

δn

)
exp

(
−∆2

t

δ2
t

)
, (5.10)

Tt (∆n,∆t) = 2
φt∆t

δ2
t

(
1 +

∆n

δn

)
exp

(
−∆n

δn

)
exp

(
−∆2

t

δ2
t

)
, (5.11)

where ∆ is the cohesive zone opening, φ is the work of separation and δ is the characteristic
opening length. The typical traction-separation response is shown in Fig. 5.5. This is
a coupled law, as the maximum reached traction in one direction decreases with prior
opening in the other direction. Note that in case of negative normal opening the coupling
does not occur to simulate realistic interface closure.
The interface integrity is characterized by the parameter ξ which quantifies the fraction
of the work of separation that is not yet dissipated in the cohesive zone element,

ξ = 1− Ω

φ
, ξ ∈ [0, 1], (5.12)

where Ω is the consumed work of separation in the cohesive zone.
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Figure 5.5: The coupled exponential traction-separation law of Van den Bosch et al. [12],
using the parameters of Table 5.2.

The cohesive zone parameters (i.e. δi and φi, i = n, t) have to be determined from
dedicated experiments. However, the parameters may depend on the experiment used to
determine them [72]. An example of two experiments of the same material which resulted
in different values for the work of separation φ is the work of Fedorov et al. [28] and
Van den Bosch et al. [15]. The differences arise from the dissipated energy in the process
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zone (i.e. the bulk material close to the interface). The simulations presented in this
work require parameters that are characteristic for small-scale debonding [25], i.e. close
to physical adhesion. Therefore, the results of Fedorov et al. [28] are used here. Using the
adopted cohesive zone law, the δn and δt parameters are estimated on the results in [28].
The resulting parameters are given in Table 5.2. Note that φn = φt = φ and δn = δt = δ.

Table 5.2: Cohesive zone constants.

φn [J·m-2] φt [J·m-2] δn [µm] δt [µm]
2.5 2.5 0.25 0.25

5.2.4 Polymer constitutive model

The polymer coating investigated here is a 15 [µm] thick PET layer with several additives
to improve adhesion [15]. PET is a glassy polymer and almost fully amorphous (crys-
tallinity is approx. 8%). The typical intrinsic response of glassy polymers is shown in
Fig. 5.6(a) for a uniaxial compression test. Initially, the response is nearly linear elastic
(1), followed by non-linear visco-elasticity (2) up to yielding (3). Softening occurs directly
after yielding depending on the age of the polymer (4). Finally, softening is overtaken
by strain hardening at large strains (5). The yield point depends on the applied strain
rate [17].
The model employed here to predict this complex mechanical behavior is the so-called
“Eindhoven Glassy Polymer” (EGP) model. This model was shown to accurately capture
the behavior of glassy polymers [17, 41]. While the EGP model is a multi-mode, multi-
process constitutive model, here only one mode and one process are considered as only
a limited set of PET parameters is known. The mechanical analogue of the single-mode,
single-process EGP model is shown in Fig. 5.6(b) and detailed below.
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Figure 5.6: (a) Typical response of glassy polymers; the numbers indicate different
responses: (1) linear elastic; (2) non-linear visco-elastic; (3) yield point; (4) strain soft-
ening; and (5) strain hardening; (b) Mechanical analogue of the SM-SP (single-mode,
single-process) EGP model used (after [17]).
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The total stress is separated into two contributions, i.e. a driving stress σs and a hard-
ening stress σr (see also Fig. 5.6(b)),

σ = σs + σr. (5.13)

Hardening originates from the oriented entangled network and is modeled by a neo-
Hookean relation,

σr = GrB̃
d
, (5.14)

where Gr is the strain hardening modulus and B̃
d
the deviatoric part of the isochoric left

Cauchy-Green deformation (Finger) tensor. The intermolecular interactions are modeled
via the driving stress,

σs = σhs + σds = κ(J − 1)I +GB̃
d

e . (5.15)

Here, σhs and σds are the hydrostatic and deviatoric stresses, respectively, κ is the bulk
modulus, J is the volume change ratio, I is the second-order unity tensor, G is the shear
modulus and B̃

d

e is the deviatoric part of the elastic isochoric Finger tensor. The kinematic
evolution of J and B̃

d

e is given by

J̇ = Jtr(D), (5.16)
˙̃Be = (L̃−Dp) · B̃e + B̃e · (L̃

T −Dp). (5.17)

Here L̃ is the isochoric velocity gradient tensor and D the deformation rate tensor and
Dp is the plastic deformation rate tensor, which is coupled to σds via a non-Newtonian
flow rule,

Dp =
σds
2η
, (5.18)

with viscosity η

η = η0,ref
τeq/τ0

sinh(τeq/τ0)
exp

(
µp

τ0

)
exp(S), (5.19)

where η0,ref is the reference zero-viscosity, τ0 is the characteristic equivalent stress and
µ captures the pressure dependency. The total equivalent stress, τeq and the pressure, p,
are defined as

τeq =
√

1
2σ

d
s : σds , (5.20)

p = − 1
3 tr(σ). (5.21)

The thermodynamic state parameter S typically depends on the equivalent plastic strain
εp,eq [17]. However, the research presented in chapter 3 revealed a dependency of the
interface damage on the initial thermodynamic state of the polymer coating, i.e. the
dependence on the initial value of S. Deformation-induced interface roughening was
investigated in a two-dimensional numerical-experimental framework. The simulations
predicted that a rejuvenated coating shows noticeably less interface damage compared
to an aged coating. The change in steel surface profile triggers localization in an aged
coating, which results in interface damage. The localization is significantly less for a
rejuvenated coating resulting in less damage. Here it is assumed that the polymer has
been rejuvenated (i.e. S = 0 [-]) prior to can manufacturing, e.g. via a pre-conditioning
treatment such as presented in chapter 4. The material parameters for the PET coating
are listed in Table 5.3 and the corresponding mechanical response is shown in Fig. 5.6(a).
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Table 5.3: Material properties of PET for the EGP model.

Gr [MPa] κ [MPa] G [MPa] η0,ref [MPa·s] τ0 [MPa] µ [-]
4.7 1800 812 3 · 108 1.262 4.8

5.2.5 Computational model

The modeled domain (see Fig. 5.2(a)) is discretized using three-dimensional linear cube
elements to create a regular finite element grid, similar to [55], which results in non-
conforming grain boundaries. Another possible discretization relies on using tetrahe-
dral elements (similar to e.g. [45, 75]), which accommodate conforming grain boundaries.
However, this requires a large number of elements, which drastically increases the com-
putational cost. The adopted finite element discretization is shown in Fig. 5.7.
The dominant Euler angles and their respective fractions are extracted from the EBSD
measurement shown in Fig. 5.2(b) using the methodology proposed by Jöchen & Böh-
lke [40]. The representative Euler space (the rotation angles φ1, Φ, φ2) is divided into
432 (24 φ1, 3 Φ and 6 φ2 divisions) boxes within which the average Euler angle and frac-
tion is calculated. This results in a set of 333 unique Euler angles with their associated
volume fractions. Using this reduced set of Euler angles and fractions, the experimental
Orientation Distribution Function (ODF) is approximated within a 5% error of the L2
norm.
As the subsurface crystallographic steel microstructure is not readily available, a Voronoi
tessellation is used to generate realistic grain geometries. The Voronoi tessellation is
performed using the Neper software package [53]. The average grain size is taken from
the EBSD measurement and equals 10 [µm]. Within the modeled domain, 200 grains are
generated for the steel substrate using an equi-axed, in-plane periodic tessellation. An
example of one of the tessellations is shown in Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.7: Example of a Voronoi tessellation and the finite element discretization used
in the tension and compression simulations; colors only serve to distinguish the respective
grains.
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5.3 Results

5.3.1 Deformation-induced roughening

Four tensile simulations were performed along the x -direction of the material using differ-
ent tessellations and Euler angles. The resulting height profiles for the tessellation shown
in Fig. 5.7 at an average linear strain of ε = 7.5% and ε = 15% are shown in Fig. 5.8(a)
and (b), respectively. The results show the formation of hills and valleys on the steel sur-
face. The roughness pattern grows in amplitude with increasing deformation, but reveals
the same qualitative behavior. The size of the roughness features varies and depends on
the size of the grains.
The root-mean-square (RMS) roughness value of the resulting height profile of the four
simulations is compared to experimentally obtained values presented in chapter 3. The
RMS value is defined as

RMS =
√
〈uz(~x)2〉, (5.22)

where 〈. . . 〉 indicates the spatial average of the top steel surface. The evolution of the
RMS value (with thick lines to indicate the minimum and maximum) for the different
simulations, together with the experimental result, as a function of the applied average
strain is shown in Fig. 5.9. Note that this strain is a global measure, i.e. the applied
linear strain in the simulation and the measured linear strain in the field of view of the
experiments.
The results show that varying the grain geometry and orientations affects the predicted
roughness amplitude and roughening rate (∂RMS

∂ε ), leading to a spread in the predicted
RMS values. The microstructure clearly influences the predicted roughness. Comparing
the two curves shows that the experimental RMS values coincide with the lower bound
predicted by the simulations. Note that only a single experiment is shown and that a
similar spread may exist in the experiments. Both the experiment and the simulations
predict an almost linear increase in the RMS value as a function of the strain.
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(b) ε = 15%.

Figure 5.8: Surface roughness at different strains in a tensile simulation of a polymer-
coated steel; the microstructure is shown in Fig. 5.7.
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Figure 5.9: Evolution of the RMS values predicted in four tensile simulations for different
underlying steel microstructures; the thick lines correspond to the lower and upper bound
of the simulations.

5.3.2 Interface integrity

The interface integrity (ξ, see Eq. (5.12)) at ε = 7.5% and ε = 15% for the tensile
simulation is shown in Fig. 5.10. At a strain of ε = 7.5% the interface is still almost
fully intact. However, at ε = 15%, damage has clearly initiated locally, see Fig. 5.10(b).
This is visible in the localized regions where the interface integrity tends towards zero.
The evolution of the average interface integrity 〈ξ〉 in the four simulations is shown in
Fig. 5.11(a) and the minimum integrity ξmin is shown in Fig. 5.11(b). The average
interface integrity remains relatively high for all simulations, even at a strain of ε = 15%.
Clearly, the interface fails locally as is visible in the rapid decay towards zero of the
minimum value.

(a) ε = 7.5%. (b) ε= 15%.

Figure 5.10: Interface integrity ξ at different strains in a tensile simulation of a polymer-
coated steel; the microstructure is shown in Fig. 5.7.

The correlation between the roughness profile in Fig. 5.8(b) and the interface integrity
in Fig. 5.10(b) is investigated next. To this end, the local deformations at the interface
are decomposed in three characteristic scalar (but position dependent) quantities: (a) the
positive out-of-plane displacement field which forms hills (Eq. (5.23)); (b) the absolute
out-of-plane displacement field that forms valleys (Eq. (5.24)); and (c) the local in-plane
displacement field (Eq. (5.25)).
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Figure 5.11: The average and minimum interface integrity for four tensile simulations
of a polymer-coated steel; the thick lines correspond to the lower and upper bound of the
simulations.

uhill = 1
2 (uz + |uz|) (5.23)

uvalley = 1
2 | (uz − |uz|) | (5.24)

uin−plane =
√

(ux − ux,ε)2 + (uy − uy,ε)2 (5.25)

Note that in Eq. (5.25), the average surface strain due to the applied tension (ui,ε, i = x, y)
is removed via linear regression. These displacement fields are normalized and multiplied
by the loss in the interface integrity (i.e. 1− ξ) yielding the correlation factor χ

χ = û (1− ξ) . (5.26)

Here, û is the normalized displacement field for each of the individual measures of
Eqs. (5.23)-(5.25). Thus only a large displacement combined with a low interface in-
tegrity results in χ � 0. The result of the correlation analysis is shown in Fig. 5.12.
The correlation factor of the positive out-of-plane displacement field and the interface
integrity (Fig. 5.12(a)) shows that no clear correlation exists between the formation of a
hill on the steel surface and the interface integrity. This is explained by the fact that the
formation of a hill is accompanied by interface closure in the interface normal direction.
The correlation factor for the formation of a valley (Fig. 5.12(b)) and the factor for the
in-plane displacement field (Fig. 5.12(c)) show high values in several locations. Further-
more, the formation of valleys or the in-plane displacement field alone cannot describe
the interface damage, see the arrows in Figs. 5.12(b) and 5.12(c). Clearly, the formation
of valleys together with the in-plane displacement field determines the resulting interface
integrity profile.
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(a) hills, χhill (χmax = 0.08).
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(b) valleys, χvalley (χmax = 0.47).
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(c) in-plane, χin−plane (χmax = 0.29).

Figure 5.12: Correlation (χ) between the normalized displacement field (û) and the
loss of interface integrity (1− ξ) for three different displacement measures in the tension
simulation shown in Figs. 5.8(b) and 5.10(b); arrows indicate differences between χvalley

and χin−plane; note that the colorbar was adjusted for clarity (the maximum for each
measure is indicated in the respective captions).

5.3.3 Tension-compression comparison

Tension and compression simulations are next compared to study the interface integrity
for different loading conditions. The roughness profile predicted for a uniaxial compression
simulation at ε = -15% is shown in Fig. 5.13(a) for the steel crystallography in Fig. 5.7.
The tension results were presented earlier in Figs. 5.8 and 5.10. Comparing the roughness
patterns predicted in tension (Fig. 5.8(b), repeated in Fig. 5.14(a)) and compression shows
clear differences. Apparently, different hills and valleys form on the steel surface due to
the applied deformation. However, a clear relation exists between the valleys that form
in compression and the hills that form in tension, and vice versa. This is obvious from
Fig. 5.14 where the roughness profile in compression was inverted for clarity (Fig. 5.14(b)).
The two roughness profiles qualitatively match in terms of the predicted surface heights.
However, the in-plane deformations are different due to the prescribed compression and
tension. Clearly, the slip activity on the active slip systems in the crystal plasticity model
are reversed in compression, resulting in a nearly inverse roughness profile. Fig. 5.15
shows the evolution of the extreme values of the RMS roughness value for four tension
and four compression simulations. The results show that, in compression, the average
slope of the RMS value increases compared to tension. In compression, the steel surface
material extrudes out of the surface to accommodate compression, while in tension, the
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surface is stretched, reducing the roughness pattern.
The interface integrity at a strain of ε = -15% is shown in Fig. 5.13(b). Similar to the
predicted roughness profiles, a difference is visible in the predicted integrity patterns.
Different locations of the PET-steel interface initiate damage. Similar to the result in
tension, the correlation analysis showed that a correlation emerges between the in-plane
and negative out-of-plane displacement fields and the predicted interface damage. The
evolution of the extremes of the average and minimum interface integrity as a function
of the applied strain is depicted in Figs. 5.16(a) and 5.16(b), respectively. The average
integrity again remains relatively high, indicating that interface failure occurs locally.
The interface damages faster in compression as a result of the increased roughening rate.
Furthermore, the minimum interface integrity decays more rapidly towards zero in com-
pression than in tension. Obviously, uniaxial compression results in an increase in the
predicted interface damage compared to uniaxial tension.
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(a) roughness. (b) integrity.

Figure 5.13: (a) Surface roughness and (b) interface integrity for a compression simula-
tion at ε = -15%; the used tessellation and grain orientations are identical to the tension
simulation in Fig. 5.8.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.14: (a) Surface roughness profile for a tension simulation at ε = 15% (identical
to Fig. 5.8(b)), and (b) the inverted roughness profile for a compression simulation at
ε = -15%; the used tessellation and grain orientations are consistent with the tension
simulation.
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Figure 5.15: Evolution of the RMS values as a function of the applied strain for four
simulations in tension and compression; the thick lines correspond to the lower and upper
bound of the simulations.
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Figure 5.16: Evolution of the average and minimum interface integrity as a function
of the applied strain for four simulations of uniaxial tension and compression; the thick
lines correspond to the lower and upper bound of the simulations.

5.4 Discussion

The presented numerical framework enables prediction of deformation-induced roughen-
ing of a steel substrate and the effect thereof on the polymer-steel interface integrity.
The simulations predict the initiation and growth of interface damage, whereby the ten-
sile results qualitatively match experimental results. Furthermore, a comparison between
uniaxial tension and compression shows that in compression, the roughening rate is in-
creased with an increase in predicted interface failure as a result.
The continuum assumption within the crystal plasticity model limits the simulated height
profile evolution to continuum phenomena occurring at the grain-scale or above. The effect
of micro-scale events, e.g. the formation of crystallographic slip steps is not predicted in
the current framework. Recent results of Faber et al. [25] showed that during production,
the polymer-steel interface may locally delaminate due to micro-scale roughening. Clearly,
incorporating the micro-scale roughening phenomena into the presented framework poses
a great challenge.
While discrete slip events occurring at the free surface are not incorporated in a crystal
plasticity approach, the slip activity on the different BCC slip planes is still predicted in
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an average sense. The average slip activity may serve as an indicator for discrete surface
events. Micro-scale slip steps can be assessed via a different numerical simulation (e.g.
Discrete Dislocation Dynamics) on the basis of the predicted slip activities found here.
To incorporate the roughening events near grain boundaries, e.g. due to dislocation pile-
ups, a strain gradient crystal plasticity approach can be considered. Borg & Fleck [11]
studied roughening near a grain boundary of a bi-crystal of FCC aluminium and found
that the predicted roughness profile depends on the internal length scale. Nygårds &
Gudmundson [49] also studied roughening using a strain gradient crystal plasticity model.
Their simulations revealed a strong dependence of the predicted roughness on the internal
length scale. However, these results were not yet compared to experiments, and are
therefore still limited to interpretations.
It is also possible to incorporate the misorientations inside the steel grains into the grain
orientations. Currently, all material points inside the modeled steel grains have an iden-
tical grain orientation. The effect of internal grain misorientations was investigated by
Cheong & Busso [21]. Their simulations showed that including the local misorientations
into the crystal plasticity simulations may change the local strain distribution and thus
also the predicted roughness.
The comparison with experiments presented in this work is limited to a qualitative match
in terms of the average roughness evolution. The simulations were compared to a single
tensile experiment performed on a packaging steel. To quantitatively predict deformation-
induced roughening, experiments have to be compared to simulations using the same
grain orientation and geometry. An example of such a comparison is the work of Zhao et
al. [75] and Lim et al. [45], who compared the experiments and simulations on aluminium
oligocrystals. Their results suggest that the predictions compare well to the experiments.
Quantitative predictions of the roughness evolution are feasible by incorporating the com-
plete measured steel crystallography in the presented framework.
In the presented results, the steel thickness was set to 20 [µm]. The influence of the
modeled steel thickness was analyzed by studying the evolution of the extremes of the
RMS values as a function of the average applied strain for four simulations of a polymer-
coated steel with a steel thickness of 20 [µm] and 30 [µm], the results of which are shown
in Fig. 5.17. On average, the predicted roughness in the simulations with a steel thickness
of 30 [µm] is smaller compared to the simulations with a steel thickness of 20 [µm] and
the variation between the simulations decreases. Thus, increasing the steel thickness may
improve the experimental match further. Clearly, to accurately predict the steel roughness
evolution, a sufficient amount of grains must be considered.
Finally, the adopted finite element discretization is relatively coarse due to the high com-
putational cost of the simulation, limiting the amount of bending that can be applied. A
tensile simulation was performed on a modeled steel block of 40 × 40 × 20 [µm] using a
coarse and fine discretization and the resulting roughness profile was studied. The results
are shown in Fig. 5.18. The roughness amplitude increases with mesh refinement (see
Fig. 5.18(c)) and may thus affect the experimental comparison. However, the predicted
roughness patterns remain qualitatively the same, see Fig. 5.18(a) and 5.18(b), indicat-
ing that the predicted interface integrity patterns are not affected by mesh refinement.
However, the initiation of interface damage will occur at a lower strain.
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Figure 5.17: Evolution of the minimum and maximum RMS values for four simulations
using a steel thickness of 20 [µm] and 30 [µm] and different steel microstructures; the
thick lines correspond to the lower and upper bound of the simulations.
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Figure 5.18: (a) and (b) roughness profiles at ε = 15% for two different finite element
discretizations; and (c) the corresponding evolution of the RMS roughness value.

5.5 Conclusion

A three-dimensional numerical framework for the prediction of deformation-induced in-
terface roughening and interface failure was presented. The framework was applied to
a polymer-coated packaging steel. Simulations of uniaxial tension and compression were
performed for different steel grain geometries and orientations. Some conclusions are
drawn from the analysis.
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• The predicted roughness evolution in tension qualitatively agrees with tensile ex-
periments performed on a packaging steel. Furthermore, the simulations predicted
the initiation and growth of local interface failure.

• Compared to tension, compression simulations showed an increased roughening rate
with an increase in the predicted interface damage as a result.

• The developed framework enables study of the local initiation and growth of inter-
face damage during deformation-induced roughening of a polymer-coated steel.

The incorporation of a predictive steel model, i.e. crystal plasticity, complements the
cumbersome measurements of detailed experimental displacement fields that accompany
deformation-induced roughening and thus enables the analysis of deformation processes
where measuring the steel surface profile is difficult if not impossible, e.g. industrial
forming processes such as deep drawing. The framework may be extended to simulate
industrial forming conditions, e.g. repeated deep (re-) drawing and wall ironing, to in-
vestigate the interface integrity during forming. Due to the computational cost of the
simulations, this may be accomplished by incorporating the framework into a global-
local approach, e.g. by embedding the modeled domain into a bulk simulation or via a
multi-scale approach.
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6
Conclusions and outlook

6.1 Conclusions

Deformation-induced roughening is a problematic phenomenon in pre-coated metals. A
prime example of an application where this change in roughness is detrimental is polymer-
coated steel used in the production of, for example, food and beverage packaging. To
significantly reduce the environmental impact of the production process, the steel is pre-
coated with a PET layer. However, during production, the polymer-coated steel is sub-
jected to severe loading conditions which result in drastic changes of the steel surface
profile and consequently in local interface failure. The application demands that no visi-
ble or even invisible damage is present after production and during the prolonged shelf-life
of the product.
This thesis aimed to investigate the effect of the change in steel surface roughness
during applied deformation on the polymer-steel interface integrity using a numerical-
experimental approach. Experimental observations of steel roughening have been incor-
porated in numerical simulations to study and predict the polymer-steel interface.
First, a novel methodology for extracting three-dimensional full-field displacement fields
(in-plane and out-of-plane) from measured surface height profiles was developed to inves-
tigate the deformation fields that accompany the steel surface roughening. The developed
Digital Image Correlation technique provides quantitative information of various surface
deformation phenomena, and thus outperforms traditional methods of evaluating a sur-
face height profile based on average height values. However, the method is only applicable
if a) an initial surface profile is present, and b) the height changes between height profiles
are small. To guarantee that the second demand was met, an incremental measurement
technique was adopted. The method was verified using well-defined displacement fields.
Furthermore, the method was applied to sequential in-situ height profiles measured on a
packaging steel deformed in a uniaxial tensile test. The extracted displacements revealed
the formation and growth of hills and valleys on the steel surface.
The displacement fields were used in a numerical simulation of a polymer coating and a
polymer-steel interface layer to study the interface integrity during deformation-induced
steel roughening. The displacements served as a boundary condition which was applied
to the bottom of the interface layer. This eliminates the necessity of modeling the steel
substrate as it was assumed that the steel dictates the deformation of the polymer coat-
ing and not vice versa. Simulations with an aged PET coating revealed the initiation
and growth of localization bands in the coating. The interface near these bands delam-

83
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inates due to the intensified stress and strain within the bands. Variation of the initial
polymer age (i.e. the thermodynamic state) from a rejuvenated to an aged state showed
that the predicted interface damage is significantly less for a rejuvenated coating, since
the post-yield softening behavior which triggers localization is removed by rejuvenation.
Furthermore, the study revealed that an optimum exists in the polymer age which delays
the initiation of interface damage to a maximum applied strain.
However, after coating the steel substrate and prior to can production, the coated ma-
terial is typically stored for extended periods of time. During this time, the coating
continuously ages. Hence, during production the polymer is typically far from the opti-
mum age identified in the simulations. Mechanically rejuvenating the material via rolling
prior to manufacturing was explored to recover the optimum polymer age before pro-
duction. Rolling simulations were performed on a polymer-coated packaging steel and
the influence of the rolling reduction on the average thermodynamic state directly after
rolling was studied. The simulations showed that the final polymer state can be tailored
via rolling. Furthermore, the developing interface stresses were investigated and an op-
timum in the friction coefficient was identified which reduces the stress magnitude to a
minimum. Assuming that the stress is sufficiently low, rolling may be used to obtain
the desired polymer age prior to production to delay or even prevent the formation of
interface damage in subsequent forming processes.
The results thus far were based on uniaxial tensile tests performed on a packaging steel.
However, during production, the polymer-coated steel is subjected to industrial forming
processes, e.g. deep (re-)drawing and wall ironing. During these processes, in-situ obser-
vation of the steel surface is typically not possible as the material is fully obscured by the
dies during deep drawing. To enable study of deformation-induced interface roughening
in these processes, a numerical framework was developed which incorporates a crystal
plasticity constitutive model to predict the change in the steel surface roughness. A steel
substrate with a polymer coating and interface layer was modeled and deformed in ten-
sion and compression. Due to the anisotropy of the steel grains (captured in the crystal
plasticity model), the deformation results in a change in surface roughness of the steel.
Comparing the predicted root-mean-square average roughness with experimental obser-
vations showed a qualitative agreement. Furthermore, due to the change in steel surface
roughness, interface failure was initiated and further promoted by increasing deformation.
Finally, tension and compression simulations were compared and it was shown that the
steel surface roughness increases faster with increasing strain in compression compared
to tension, which increases the predicted interface damage as a result.
With the developed methodologies presented in this thesis, new insights were gained in
the effects of deformation-induced roughening on the integrity of a polymer-steel inter-
face. The framework presented within this thesis enables a further study of the required
processing and storage conditions in industrial applications, where these polymer-coated
steels are used.

6.2 Outlook

Although new insight was gained in the effects of deformation-induced interface roughen-
ing on the interface integrity during deformation of a polymer-coated steel, some aspects
remain open for further investigation.
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6.2.1 Interface parameter identification

The developed numerical framework uses cohesive zones to simulate the polymer-steel
decohesion. Material parameters for the adopted exponential cohesive zone law are not
readily available. This obviously limits the applicability of the results presented in this
thesis since they are qualitative only. While parameters from literature were used in the
presented work, quantitative predictions of the interface integrity during deep drawing
and other industrial forming processes require experimental determination of the interface
parameters.
It was previously shown that characterizing the interface parameters is challenging since
different experiments yield different values. For example, the work of Fedorov et al. [28]
on laser-induced delamination determined the work-of-separation as φ = 2.5 [J·m-2]. How-
ever, the work of Van den Bosch et al. [15], who performed peel-off experiments, reported
φ = 194.5 [J·m-2]. The difference between these results is explained by the distinct energy
dissipated inside the process zone, i.e. the material close to the interface [72]. It is there-
fore necessary to determine the interface parameters characteristic for the phenomena
investigated, i.e. small-scale interface debonding due to deformation-induced roughening,
using a representative experimental technique.
Recently, local damage events in a polymer-coated steel were investigated experimentally
by Faber et al. [25]. Cross-sections of produced cans were explored using Focused Ion
Beammilling. The experiments revealed local interface delamination after can production,
see also Fig. 3.20. While these experiments show that the interface indeed damages during
production, they do not allow to track the evolution of the steel surface roughness nor the
initiation and growth of the damage events. Expanding this experimental methodology
to study the polymer-steel interface during deformation may provide a suitable method
to determine the required interface parameters.

6.2.2 Micro-scale roughening

A polycrystalline metal roughens over a wide range of scales, ranging from the nano-scale
to the size of multiple grains. The work presented in this thesis has focused on the effect
of the grain-scale roughening and above, see also Fig. 2.2, due to limitations imposed by
the experimental measurement technique, i.c. optical surface height profilometry, and the
used constitutive model for the steel substrate, i.c. crystal plasticity.
Recent experimental observations of Faber et al. [25, 26] revealed that sub-grain
deformation-induced roughening may also play a role in the initiation and growth of
interface damage. The formation of slip steps on the steel surface were shown to initiate
damage in a brittle PET coating due to the high local strain. The presented framework
can be extended to incorporate these events to gain quantitative insight into the effects
of micro-scale roughening. This may be accomplished through experiments and/or by
extending the numerical approach towards smaller length scales.

Experimental

Within this thesis, confocal optical height profilometry was used to study deformation-
induced steel roughening of an uncoated packaging steel deformed in tension. The mea-
sured height profiles were used in a Finite Element based Digital Image Correlation (FE-
DIC) technique to extract the three-dimensional surface displacements of the steel. The
verification analysis of the FE-DIC method, presented in section 2.3, showed that a suffi-
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cient amount of pixels per degree-of-freedom in the finite element discretization is required
to accurately predict the displacement fields. This limits the element size of the finite
element discretization to approximately 450 pixels per triangular element. Due to the
optical spatial resolution limits of the used confocal profiler, only grain-scale and super-
grain-scale roughening events were resolved in the calculation (see also Fig. 2.12). To
incorporate the nano- and micro-scale events into the developed numerical-experimental
method, a different height measurement technique may be explored.
A possibility is to apply a non-optical measurement technique to measure the evolution
of the steel surface profile, e.g. AFM or a 3D SEM reconstruction methodology (e.g. the
work of Faber et al. [27]). These methods provide a higher spatial resolution than the
optical height profiler used in this thesis and thus provide more information on (part of)
the sub-grain roughening phenomena.

Numerical

As discussed, the continuum crystal plasticity constitutive model does not take into ac-
count small-scale discrete roughening events, e.g. slip steps forming on the steel surface.
To incorporate these nano- and micro-scale events, the numerical framework can be ex-
tended. While discrete changes in surface roughness cannot be captured by a continuum
description, other modeling approaches can be employed to incorporate smaller length
scales. For example, Discrete Dislocation Dynamics [32] can be employed to track to
motion of individual dislocations and thus allows to study the effects of the small-scale
discrete events.
Furthermore, local variations in steel or interface properties may provide an alternative
route to explore the sub-grain roughening phenomena without modeling them explic-
itly. For example, by statistically varying the interface parameters, the interface can be
locally weakened to simulate the reduction in work-of-separation. The variations have
to be based on experimental observations of the micro-scale features which form during
roughening. Another possibility is the generation of well-defined displacement fields that
can be superimposed onto the measured experimental surface displacement fields. These
fields have to be characteristic for the investigated roughening phenomena. Finally, the
steel grain properties and orientations can locally be varied to incorporate the effect of
local misorientations, similar to the work of Cheong and Busso [21].

6.2.3 Prolonged shelf-life

This thesis focused primarily on predicting the interface integrity during the change in
surface roughness, i.e. instantaneous damage during deformation. The results presented
in this thesis show that the deformation-induced steel roughening is accompanied by
highly heterogeneous surface displacements. This heterogeneous displacement field results
in the formation of localization bands in the polymer coating which may lead to local
interface failure (see also Fig. 3.14).
The mechanical and physical behavior of the PET coating is dominated by time dependent
processes which may influence the long-term interface integrity of the products after
manufacturing. For example,

(a) continuous physical aging of the polymer is accompanied by a yield stress variation
and volume change [58];
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(b) while crystallization of the amorphous regions of the semi-crystalline PET is sup-
pressed to a certain degree during production due to the imposed pressures on the
coating [76], after production and if the temperature is raised above the glass tran-
sition temperature of the PET coating (e.g. during product sterilization [10]), the
internal stress and strain result in (additional) crystallization [33], which is also ac-
companied by a volume change [7]; and

(c) stress relaxation redistributes the stresses to reduce the localization ([42]).

Clearly, these processes change the internal structure of the polymer which may influence
the interface integrity. Furthermore, the time-dependency of the polymer-steel adhesion
may become apparent during shelf-life. The interface time dependency can be incorpo-
rated into the presented framework by extending the traction-separation law to include
the effects of time, e.g. the law proposed by Allen & Searcy [3]. Obviously, studying the
effect of time on the interface integrity during the prolonged shelf-life is an interesting
topic to explore further.

6.2.4 Towards industrial processes

In chapter 5, a numerical framework was developed which incorporates a crystal plasticity
model for the steel substrate to enable prediction of deformation-induced roughening in
deformation processes other than uniaxial tension. The framework was first applied to a
tension simulation of a polymer-coated steel to qualitatively compare the predictions of
the model to the experimental measurements. Furthermore, the differences in predicted
interface roughness and integrity in tension and compression have been investigated.
A logical next step is to investigate more complex deformation states typically en-
countered in forming processes, e.g. bending, confined tension or, ideally, repeated
deep (re-)drawing. However, to simulate these loading conditions, a large volume of steel
substrate material must be modeled and thus the computational cost of such a simulation
would be prohibitive. A possible method to reduce the computational costs is to incor-
porate the developed framework into a global-local approach, for example by embedding
the detailed geometry into a bulk model, see Fig. 6.1. Since the surrounding material
only has to reflect the presence of the bulk and impose the desired boundary conditions,
simplified constitutive laws may be used, e.g. elasto-plasticity for the steel. Such a pro-
cedure dramatically decreases the computational cost by restricting the region of interest
to a small subvolume of the geometry.

Figure 6.1: Global-local approach to model deep (re-)drawing where a full-scale simu-
lation model is embedded into the polymer-coated steel bulk.
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Samenvatting

Industriële innovatie in de verpakkingsindustrie wordt momenteel grotendeels gedreven
door milieubehoud. Deze industrie probeert dit te bereiken door het verbeteren van
bestaande productieprocessen. Een typisch voorbeeld is de voedselindustrie waar ver-
pakkingsmateriaal wordt gebruikt dat bestaat uit dun plaatstaal met een polymere
beschermlaag. Recentelijk is in deze industrie de milieuvriendelijkheid van het produc-
tieproces verhoogd door de polymere beschermlaag aan te brengen voordat de verpakking
wordt gemaakt. Ten opzichte van het aanbrengen van de beschermlaag na productie leidt
deze innovatie tot een reductie van een-derde in het energieverbruik en de CO2 emissie
alsook een reductie tot nagenoeg nul van het gebruikte water en de resulterende afval-
stoffen.
Helaas is deze innovatie niet zonder uitdagingen aangezien het materiaal onderhevig is
aan grote vervormingen bij verhoogde temperaturen en hoge reksnelheden tijdens het
productieproces. Deze vervormingen resulteren in oppervlakteverruwing van het staal en
dus ook van de polymeer-staal grenslaag. Na productie mag deze grenslaag geen schade
(zowel zichtbaar en onzichtbaar) vertonen, ook niet tijdens de langdurige houdbaarheids-
periode. Deze schade leidt namelijk tot corrosie en tot een verlies van de kwaliteit van de
inhoud.
In dit proefschrift wordt de invloed van deformatie geïnduceerde staal oppervlaktever-
ruwing tijdens productie op de integriteit van de polymeer-staal binding onderzocht.
Hiervoor is een model ontwikkeld waarin numerieke simulaties worden gekoppeld aan
experimenten zodat de grenslaag kan worden bestudeerd tijdens deformatie geïnduceerde
oppervlakteverruwing van een verpakkingsmateriaal. De experimenten geven een kwali-
tatief en kwantitatief inzicht in het verruwingsfenomeen. De resultaten zijn verwerkt in
numerieke simulaties om een voorspelling te doen over de integriteit van de polymeer-staal
binding.
Als eerste stap is het verruwingsfenomeen experimenteel bestudeerd. Een dunne
staalplaat is in trek vervormd en de hoogteprofielen zijn tijdens het deformatieproces
gemeten met een confocale optische microscoop. Deze profielen zijn vervolgens gebruikt
in een, binnen dit onderzoek ontwikkelde, beeldcorrelatie methode. Deze methode maakt
gebruik van de Eindige Elementen methode om de driedimensionale verplaatsingsvelden
tussen de gemeten hoogteprofielen te bepalen. Deze verplaatsingsvelden maken het vor-
mende ruwheidslandschap op het staal zichtbaar. Dit landschap groeit als de deformatie
toeneemt.
De berekende verplaatsingsvelden zijn vervolgens toegepast als een randvoorwaarde in
een tweedimensionale simulatie van een polymeerlaag. Voor de simulaties is vlakke rek
aangenomen en de polymeer-staal grenslaag is gemodelleerd door middel van een zo-
genaamd “cohesive zone” model. De gesimuleerde experimentele staal verruwing leidt
tot spanningsconcentraties in de polymeerlaag. Nabij deze concentraties wordt loslating
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van de grenslaag voorspeld. Door middel van het variëren van de thermodynamische
geschiedenis van de polymeerlaag is een optimale leeftijd van het polymeer ontdekt. Een
relatief jonge polymeerlaag vertoont namelijk significant minder loslating in verhouding
tot een oudere laag door een afname van de spanningsconcentraties.
Echter, na het aanbrengen van de polymere beschermlaag wordt het verpakkingsmateriaal
doorgaans voor langdurige periodes opgeslagen, bijvoorbeeld tijdens transport. Tijdens
deze periodes veroudert het polymeer continu en zal het dus ver van de optimale leeftijd
zijn tijdens het productieproces. Een mogelijkheid om de optimale leeftijd te bereiken
voordat het productieproces start, en dus om loslating tijdens productie te voorkomen, is
het optimaliseren van de thermodynamische geschiedenis van de polymeerlaag. Dit is bij-
voorbeeld mogelijk door het verpakkingsmateriaal voorafgaand aan de verdere verwerking
te walsen. De invloed van het vooraf walsen is bestudeerd door middel van een walssi-
mulatie. De simulaties voorspellen een significante afhankelijkheid van de geschiedenispa-
rameter op de aangebrachte walsreductie. Dit impliceert dat de walsreductie kan worden
geoptimaliseerd om loslating van de polymeer-staal grenslaag te verminderen of zelfs te
voorkomen.
Tijdens productie is het verpakkingsmateriaal onderhevig aan verschillende complexe
vervormingsprocessen. Tijdens deze processen is het staaloppervlak onzichtbaar, bij-
voorbeeld tijdens dieptrekken en wandstrekken. Om dit soort vervormingsprocessen te
kunnen bestuderen is een kristalplasticiteitsmodel toegevoegd aan het numerieke model
om de staalverruwing te kunnen voorspellen. Simulaties van trek (in één richting) verto-
nen een goede vergelijking met experimentele observaties. De simulaties voorspellen ook
loslating van de polymeer-staal binding als gevolg van de voorspelde staalverruwing. Een
vergelijking tussen simulaties in trek en in druk laten zien dat de verruwing sterker is in
druk dan in trek wat leidt tot een toename van de voorspelde loslating.
De in deze dissertatie ontwikkelde modellen hebben geleid tot kwalitatief en (semi-) kwan-
titatief begrip over het verruwen van verpakkingsstalen tijdens productie. Daarnaast is de
invloed van verruwing op de integriteit van de polymeer-staal binding gekarakteriseerd.
Met het geïdentificeerde optimum in de thermodynamische geschiedenis van de poly-
mere beschermlaag en de mogelijkheid om deze geschiedenis te optimaliseren voordat het
productieproces start kan de loslating van de polymeer-staal binding tijdens productie
worden verminderd of zelfs voorkomen. Ten slotte zorgt de toevoeging van een voorspel-
lend staal model, i.c. een kristalplasticiteitsmodel, voor een aanvulling op de omslachtige
metingen van gedetailleerde experimentele verplaatsingsvelden die plaatsvinden tijdens
deformatie geïnduceerde staalverruwing. Hierdoor wordt analyse van vormingsprocessen
mogelijk waarbij het meten van het hoogteprofiel van het staal moeilijk danwel onmogelijk
is, bijvoorbeeld tijdens industriële omvormprocessen zoals dieptrekken.
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